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The word unity meant a lot to the Inuit in days gone by. It meant helping one another
and caring for each other because in those days one could not live alone without regard
for other people… The word unity meant to work with one another so that we may live
as our fathers did; they had the hope that we could do this.
Inuuqatigiit, page 32.
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Introduction
Communications 10 consists of four modules:
The Essentials of Working with Others
Essential Writing
Oral Communication Essentials
Essential Reading
This module, The Essentials of Working with Others, consists of 10 units and should
require approximately 25 hours of instructional time. Each unit presents one
competency that students are expected to demonstrate by the end of the unit or by the
end of the module. Teachers will need to develop their own lesson plans from the
units in order to meet the specific needs of their students.
Communications 10-11-12 is based upon a foundation of Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit and
content is focused on six of the Human Resources and Skills Development Canada
(HRSDC) Essential Skills. The focus of this module is the Essential Skill of Working with
Others. See Table 1 on the following page. The focus of the Working with Others
modules has been on tasks that require working independently, working with a partner
or working with a team or group. On the advice of our consultant, we have not focused
on tasks that require someone to work alone since school students are rarely in
situations where they are working all alone. Unlike the other Essential Skills, there are
no complexity levels for Working with Others, only different contexts when an individual
would be involved in working with other people. A secondary focus of this module in
Communications 10 is the Essential Skill of Oral Communication. Comments
accompany activities that address a task related to Oral Communication as well as
those related to Working with Others. See Appendix C for the Essential Skills
indicators and tracking form to be developed with this module.
The activities in this module promote the Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit principles of
pijitsirniq (leadership through serving), aajiiqatigiinniq (decision making), piliriqatigiinniq
(collaboration), inuuqatigiitsiarniq (respecting others) and tunnganarniq (being
welcoming and inclusive). They promote the maligait of maintaining harmony and
working for the common good.
Please consult the Handbook that accompanies the Communications 10-11-12
program for more information related to Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit, the HRSDC Essential
Skills and preferred pedagogy and assessment strategies.
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Table 1: Working with Others Indicators
1. Working
Alone
Indicators

2. Working
Independently
Indicators

3. Working with a
Partner
Indicators

4. Working with a
Team/Group
Indicators

Able to work alone and
coordinate work with
others IF required

Able to work
independently and
coordinate work with
others AS required

Able to work
cooperatively and
coordinate work with a
team/group of people

Works well without
direction; organizes
and completes own
work on time

Reviews and monitors
own quality of work to
meet required
standards

Works well with
minimum direction;
organizes and
completes own work
/task given a work plan
and timeline
Reviews and monitors
own work/task in
order to meet given
standards

Able to work
cooperatively and
coordinate and
integrate work with
one other person
With a partner, gives
or receives directions,
effectively organizes
and completes
work/task on time
Works inclusively
using own and
partner’s skills to
improve quality of work

Minimally responsible
for interaction with
others

Responsible for self
when interacting with
others

Works inclusively
using own and each
group member’s skills
to improve quality of
work
Responsible for
interacting with a
number of people

Responsible for
interacting with one
other person
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In a group, gives or
receives directions,
effectively organizes
and completes
work/task on time
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Learning Competencies

Strategies

Working independently, cooperatively with a partner and
as a member of a large/ small group …

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

8

Students will identify, examine, and discuss interpersonal
skills required to work successfully with others by:
• interviewing a local worker in a work setting
• researching and sharing information related to selected
Essential Skills occupational profiles.
Students will increase self-awareness by:
• discussing and exploring how others perceive them in
relation to how they perceive themselves.
Students will examine through the use of media the factors
that affect inclusive, respectful communication by:
• observing, discussing and reflecting on non-verbal
communication, specifically body language.
Students will compare the impact of attitudes on
communication by:
• identifying related vocabulary
• creating, discussing and role playing positive and
negative attitudes from media-derived images.
Students will use a variety of strategies to give and receive
instructions by:
• developing clear questions
• using active listening and reading to follow directions.
Students will practise conversational techniques by:
• participating appropriately in small talk following a given
format
• accessing information from the community to create
original text (posters on small talk).
Students will discuss, examine and reflect on conflict
management and coping strategies by:
• responding personally to conflict
• managing personal emotions.
Students will examine personal roles and responsibility by:
• exploring family and community relationships through
interviews
• comparing family roles today and in the past .
Students will identify cultural and social factors related to
working with others by:
• identifying and describing the principles of Inuit
Qaujimajatuqangit in a variety of texts and contexts.

• inclusive group
activities
• small group
discussion
• think-pair-share
• jigsaw activities
• partner work
• scenarios, role
plays
• dialogues
• personal reflection
• chart and poster
displays
• self, peer and
teacher assessment
• use of media
technology
• interviews
• problem solving
• critical thinking
• process writing
• summative project
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Students will apply skills of working with others by:
• participating in a summative, collaborative task using
media technology.
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Unit 1: Essential Skill - Working with Others
Learning Competency
Students will identify, examine, and discuss interpersonal skills required to work
successfully with others by:
• interviewing a local worker in a work setting
• researching and sharing information related to selected
Essential Skills occupational profiles.
Language Development – Think-Pair-Share
This strategy provides students with individual time to develop their thoughts (and
their vocabulary) about a topic. The next step of working with a partner provides
an opportunity to discuss and share perspectives on these thoughts and the topic
with another person. The final step of sharing with a wider audience allows more
opportunity for discussion and the development of diverse thoughts and
perspectives on the topic.
T-Charts are another strategy used in this unit. Students divide a sheet of chart
paper in half; one column is labeled Looks Like and the other is labeled Sounds
Like. Students brainstorm the attributes of a given topic for each column. The
chart is posted in the room as a visual reminder.
Terminology:
essential: absolutely necessary, for example, gas is essential if you want your
skidoo to run
Materials
A set of values cards is provided with the resource kit or cut and use the cards at
the end of this unit. Check your school for a set of the illustrated values posters.
Please note that in August 2010, the Inuinnaqtun version of the cards was
updated, but these changes are reflected only in the cards at the end of this unit.
Chart paper and markers
Photocopies of the Working with Others Indicators chart for each student
Background
Piliriqatigiinniq (working together for the common good) is one of the Inuit
Qaujimajatuqangit principles as well as a core curricular competency. This
concept was foundational to Inuit society and is supported by many Inuit values.
It remains foundational to Inuit society today and provides the keystone for this
module.
The HRSDC Essential Skill of Working with Others is key to a productive and
harmonious workplace. The Essential Skill of Oral Communication contributes to
successfully working together and working with others.

10
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Opener – The Foundation
It has always been quite obvious and easy to notice when people are
working well together. If we were to use an example of people working well
together back then, you would see they had more of everything, if not
certainly they always had the things they would need to survive and survive
well. The people I grew up with were nomadic, we moved around following
the animals all year round. The only time we stayed in one place would be in
winter, hunting for seals. Otherwise we were always on the move and when
you live a life like this, you really have to be able to work together to make it
happen well. Those who could not work with each other had a very difficult
life, trying to survive on their own.
Whenever people worked well together it created better living. People had
enough to eat and by working together they could have one food storage
space for the whole community, made out of ice. Those who tried to do
things by themselves would often have no oil for heat, very poor bedding and
often would go hungry as they could not work well with others. They were
responsible for making their own lives hard.
Gideon Qitsualik, Elder’s Advisory Meeting June 1-3, 2004
Read the quotation by Elder Gideon Qitsualik. Ask your students to think a few
moments about the quotation and how it has been applied to contemporary Inuit
society. After a few minutes, ask them to turn to a partner and discuss their
opinion and give examples that support their opinion. Have partners share their
ideas and examples with the rest of the class. This discussion should lead into
the next activity.
Essential Skills Addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators met
Some Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts but may also deal with feelings and
opinions
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time
Some Elements of Working with Others Level 3: Working with a Partner, (discussion with
partner
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate and integrate work/task with one other person
• responsible for interacting with one other person

There are two sets of skills required for groups to function well.
1. the skills that are necessary to keep a group working together, for
example, dealing with differences, arriving at consensus, being inclusive,
maintaining harmony;
2. the skills that are necessary in working with others to complete a group
task, for example, developing a plan of action together, dividing up the
task, setting goals for the final product.
Distribute the cards of Inuit values, one or two to each student. The students are
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to think of how their card is related to either Skill Set #1 above or Skill Set #2.
When students have had time to reflect upon their card and decide whether it
belongs to Skill Set #1 or Skill Set #2, ask them to find another person in the
class who shares a value related to the same skill set. The pairs should discuss
how their value contributes to the skill set.
Have the pairs form in two groups: Skill Set #1 and Skill Set #2. Have each group
discuss their cards and list on chart paper the values that form their Skill Set.
Post the lists and discuss as a class. Are there overlapping values? Collect the
values cards at the end of the activity as they will be used again in Unit 4.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: exchanges information,
participates in routine discussions,
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts, but may also deal with feelings and
opinions; moderate range of subject matter, context-specific language
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time
Some Elements of Working with Others Level 3: Working with a Partner, (discussion with
partner)
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate and integrate work/task with one other person
• responsible for interacting with one other person
Working with Others Level 4: Working with a Team/Group, all indicators have been met:
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• in a group, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes work/task on
time
• works inclusively using own and each group member’s skills to improve quality of work
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Connector – Research Jigsaw
Ask your class to brainstorm the different ways they have had to work with others
in school over the past week or so to accomplish a task. Have students record
the responses on chart paper or you record them. Then ask the students to refer
to the Uqausilirniq principles, and site examples where they saw these principles
reflected. You could have the students work with a partner to come up with at
least three examples of the Uqausilirniq principles and share these with the class.

12
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Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2 depending on student’s level of participation: the
following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges; exchanges/discusses
information,
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts but may also deal with feelings and
opinions, moderate range of subject matter,
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time; uses range of formats and
styles (brainstorming)
Elements of Working with Others Level 4: Working with a Team/Group, the following
indicators have been met (large group brainstorm)
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Activity 1 – Workplace Research Interview
Divide students into small groups and arrange for each group to visit a workplace
in the community, including homes where there is a stay-at-home parent, or sites
where people are working on their own, such as carvers or seamstresses.
Research Task Jigsaw
Divide students into home groups of five students. Ask them to number off from
one to five. Inform the students that they will be working in research groups
according to their number, then they will be reporting back to their home group to
share their findings. Distribute the research tasks and the occupational profiles.
The profiles are listed under the heading of one of the multiple graduation
options. Also distribute chart paper and markers. Have students in the numbered
groups choose a recorder who will write their research task at the top of the
paper and note the responses. This will be posted in the classroom display area.
Students in the numbered groups may wish to take notes to help them report
back to their home groups.
When the groups have completed their task, have them post a brief summary of
what they discovered about working with others. The reporter for each group
should explain the posted summary and give further details if necessary. As a
class, compare the lists and note the commonalities between the groups’
findings. Comment on the skills you noticed the reporters using as they reported
back.
Finally, discuss with the class how the group chose their recorder, how they each
worked independently and how they worked together to get their task done, how
they made decisions and settled any differences, if there were any, what oral
communication skills they used and what suggestions they would make to help
their group function better.
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Reporters will potentially be using Essential Skills:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: exchanges information,
coordinates work with several others; presents information in coherent connected way
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts but may also deal with opinions,
emotions, ideas; moderate range of subject matter
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time in mainly predictable
situations
• Context; deal with minor, everyday conflicts/differences
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a work
plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others
Working with Others Level 4: Working with a Team/Group, all indicators have been met:
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• in a group, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes work/task on
time
• works inclusively using own and each group member’s skills to improve quality of work
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Reflections
Content – Is there a difference between working with others and working
together for the common good? Discuss this with a friend before responding.
Collaborative – Which of the skills that we have discussed in this unit do you
think this class needs to work on in order to work better together?
Personal – Which of the skills we have discussed do you feel you need to
improve on the most during this unit?
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a work
plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Follow-Up – T-Charts: How did you see people working with others and
communicating with other people?
Distribute copies of the Working with Others Indicators chart. Introduce the class
to the Indicators. This Essential Skill refers to the extent to which employees
work with others to carry out their tasks. It covers four types of work contexts:
work alone 1, work independently, work jointly with a partner and work as a
member of a team.
Working with Others Indicators look at a number of components:
14
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ability to coordinate work with others
range direction/supervision needed to complete work
ability to complete work on time
meeting standards of quality
personal responsibility for interacting with others
Explain that the class will look at Indicators 2, Indicators 3, and Indicators 4 as
these are the work contexts most often required in most jobs and in the
classroom. Divide your class into three groups. Group 1 will develop a Sounds
Like, Looks Like T-Chart for Level 2; group 2 will do Indicators 3; and group 3 will
do Indicators 4 of Working with Others. Each group should choose a recorder
and a reporter.
When the groups are finished, have them post their charts and report their ideas
back to the rest of the class. Add any attributes contributed by other members of
the class.
Distribute the Module Tracking Form found at the end of this unit and discuss
that you will be assessing their Working with Others skill using the T-Charts they
have developed.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: exchanges information,
coordinates work with several others
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts, emotions, ideas and opinions,
moderate range of subject matter, language is factual and abstract, moderate range of
general and context specific vocabulary
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time
Working with Others Level 4: Working with a Team/Group, all indicators have been met:
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• in a group, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes work/task on
time
• works inclusively using own and each group member’s skills to improve quality of work
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Classroom Reinforcement
Have a student create a poster related to the two sets of skills required for a
group to function successfully and the associated Inuit values. Post the lists of
the most common ways people work together and the lists of the core skills
required to work successfully with others. Post the graphs from the Follow-Up

Uqausiliriniq: Communications 10, Module 1: The Essentials of Working with Others
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activity.
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a work
plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Accommodating Diversity
For the Opener activity, use the values posters that are in your school and invite
Elders in to discuss the values. Choose those values that you feel are most
relevant for your students and ensure that they are familiar with their meaning;
you may want to do some vocabulary exercises if students are having difficulty
with comprehension of the values. Check that the Inuktitut translation is in the
dialect of the students. The work in this unit is largely oral. It may help to place
quieter students in groups with more vocal students, but they should be
responsible for some part of the group work so that they do contribute to the
group product. Students with computer skills can type up the lists using
appropriate poster-type fonts. Students interested in further occupational profile
research should check out the Ontario Skills Passport Site at:
http://skills.edu.gov.on.ca/OSPWeb/jsp/en/login.jsp. Depending on your class, do
not include all the profiles, just those your students will enjoy working with the
most.
Assessment
Student – Complete the assessment template for Working with Others. Fill in the
Participation Checklist or the Unit Self-Assessment templates. Store both in their
Communication Portfolio.
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Teacher – Inform students how this course will be assessed and distribute the
assessment pieces that should be in their Communications Portfolio, ie the
Participation Checklist OR the Unit Self-Assessment templates, both found in
Assessment A. You may choose to use the Participation Checklist yourself that is
located in Appendix B.
Throughout the module, after activities involving group work, draw attention to
the use of oral language skills and group work skills by commenting on the skills
that you have noticed students using. Observe students in their group work and
note skills that the class as well as individuals need to learn or to improve upon
16
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related to working with others.
Discuss the criteria for working effectively with others, what it looks like, and what
it sounds like. Prepare the template for Working with Others found at the end of
this unit and distribute. Information from the template could be used to develop a
looks like/sounds like chart to post in the classroom. Collect student journals at
the end of this unit to make sure everyone is understanding and responding to
the Reflections.
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Value Cards
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dMoJw31i6

wvJ6t+Q1i6

Makitpaallirniq

Ikayuqatigiingniq

Resilience

Cooperation

Résilience

Coopération

Ws6hx3i6

x8N4g3i6

Hunamirutittailiniq

Annakhimaarniq

Conservation

Survival

Conservation

Survie

wM+Q5

N[o1i6

Ilagiit

Piqpaguhungniq

Family

Love

Famille

Amour

vg5p3vtQ1i6

yK7jx1i6

Havaqatigiingniq

Hivumuurniq

Teamwork

Moving Forward

Travail d'équipe

Aller de l'avant
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xu6+v6X1i6

whmsvE8i6

Tunihiqatigiingniq

Qanuriliurutikhaqhiurniq

Sharing

Resourcefulness

Partage

Ingéniosité

xJ8q5txo3i6

g+ni6

Ayuiqhimattiarniq

Naalangniq

Mastery

Listening

Maîtrise

Écoute

r2o6yi6

iEs1i6

Qauyimatqunniq
Significance

Irinahukhimaittumik
Patience

Portée

Patience

b2WstJlxi6

s0pDh5tx3i

Hungiutitaarniq

Qun’ngiarniq

Adaptability

Observation

Adaptabilité

Observation

Wi3C6gJ6

xro6h6bsNi WoE?1i6

Ihumamut akhuurniq

Ikayuqtuiniq

Strength

Volunteer

Force

Bénévole
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20

yKi3j5 whm4n6ys3i6

xqct+Q1i6

Hivituyumik Tautungniq

Angiqatigiingniq

Taking the Long View

Consensus

Voir à long terme

Consensus

nWoJw8i6

nTi6

Taimaaqtailiniq

Ihumamut Akhuurniq

Endurance

Strength

Endurance

Force

g4f3i6

spDhtxi6

Anniruhuyuinniq

Ikpiguhungniq

Generosity

Respect

Générosité

Respect

xbsyst5ti6

WshQq8i6

Ilauqatigiingniq

Anangain’ngaayuinniq

Unity

Unpretentious

Unité

Sans prétention

mux5g8N31i6

hqspJlxi6

Mamianiaarniq

Naammaguhungniq

Apologize

Acceptance

Présenter des excuses

Acceptation
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xbsysct+Q1i6

w4WQgCsi6

Atauttimiuniq

Ataviqarniq

Oneness

Interconnectedness

Identité

Interconnectivité

s4WE/c3i6

wvJ3i6

Ukpiruhungniq

Ikayurniq

Trust

Helping

Confiance

Aidant

W/4ncs3i6

vJt3gi6

Kamagiyakhaqarniq

Hatuittailiniq

Responsibility

Perseverance

Responsabilité

Persévérance

hoi6

xpQ4tti6

Iquttailiniq

Aadjigiingniq

Honesty

Equality

Honnêteté

Égalité

ck6+gD8N3i6
Himmautiqaqhuniihuaqhidjutikhamik

Improvisation
Improvisation
wk4g5 ttCsy6 +xe4bsymJ6 wk7mEoEp4f8k5, xg6bsK6 tt6vk5
scsycct+Qq4vlx6Xb
Please note: A standard form of syllabic orthography, according to ICI, has been used for
the different dialects.
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Uqausiliriniq Principles
1. Inuuqatiqarunnaqsivallianiq
Building Relationships
2. Ikpigusugunnarniq Inuuqatiminik
Respecting Others
3. Isumatunikkut Tukisiniarniq
Thinking Creatively and Seeking to Understand
4. Pivaalliiniluk&uni Sivuniksaqattiarnirmut
Improving on the Present and Building Strength for the Future
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HRSDC Essential Skills
The Communications 10-11-12 course focuses on the following Essential Skills:
Working with Others:
Working independently, with a partner, or with a team; showing leadership
Oral Communication:
Using speech for a variety of purposes, such as presentations, talking on telephone, radio
Writing:
Preparing written materials for a variety of purposes, such as reports, messages, notes
Computer Use:
Using any kind of computerized technology
Reading Text:
Understanding text made up of sentences and paragraphs
Document Use:
Using labels, lists, signs, graphs, charts, tables, forms, and other similar materials

The other Essential Skills that we will sometimes use and practise in the course are:
THINKING SKILLS
Job Task Planning and Organizing:
Planning and organizing your work
Decision Making:
Making any type of decision, using appropriate information.
Problem Solving:
Identifying problems and seeking solutions
Finding Information:
Using a variety of sources to find information, including written text, people, computerized
databases, and information systems. (See also Reading Text, Document Use, Computer
Use, and Oral Communication above.)
The rest of the Essential Skills are:
NUMERACY
Money Math:
Using mathematical skills to handle money, such as handling cash, preparing bills, and
making payments
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Scheduling or Budgeting and Accounting:
Planning for the best use of time and money, as well as keeping track of the use of time
and money
Measurement and Calculation:
Measuring and calculating quantities, areas, volumes, and/or distances
Data Analysis:
Collecting and analyzing number data
Numerical Estimation:
Producing estimates that involve numbers
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Workplace Research Interview

Essential Skill

I don't use it at all

I use it
a little
bit

I use it
quite a bit

I couldn't do
my job
without it

Working with
Others
Oral
Communication
Writing
Computer use
Reading
Document Use
Thinking Skills
• job task
planning and
organization
• decision
making
• problem
solving
• finding
information
• critical thinking
• memory
Numeracy
• money math
• scheduling or
budgeting and
accounting
• measurement
and calculation
• data analysis
• numerical
estimation
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Research Tasks
Research Task: Number 1 Students
Compare each of the occupational profiles and note what Oral Communication skills and
skill levels are required for each job.
_ _
_
_
_ _ _ _
_
_
_ _ _ _
_
_
_ _ _
Research Task: Number 2 Students
Compare each of the occupational profiles and note what Working with Others skills and
skill levels are required for each job.
_ _
_
_
_ _ _ _
_
_
_ _ _ _
_
_
_ _ _
Research Task: Number 3 Students
Compare the Essential Skills charts for each occupation. Do all the charts list the same
Essential Skill? (For example, the Babysitter’s Profile does not list Computer Use in the
chart.) Why do you think there are different Essential Skills listed for different
occupations?
_ _
_
_
_ _ _ _
_
_
_ _ _ _
_
_
_ _ _
Research Task: Number 4 Students
Compare each of the occupational profiles and decide if you agree with the profiles and
the Essential Skills listed. For example, the Hunting Guide Profile does not list Money
Math as an Essential Skill. What is your opinion?
_ _
_
_
_ _ _ _
_
_
_ _ _ _
_
_
_ _ _
Research Task: Number 5 Students
Compare the Essential Skills charts for each occupation. You will note that some
Essential Skills are considered very important to an occupation, but not at the highest
levels of difficulty. (For example, Numerical Estimation for the Carpenter Profile is
considered one of the most important skills, but it is only at a Level 1.) How would you
explain this?
_ _
_
_
_ _ _ _
_
_
_ _ _ _
_
_
_ _ _
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Graduation Option: Introduction to Trades and Engineering
NOC: 2271 Occupation: Air Pilots, Flight Engineers and Flying Instructors
Occupation description: Pilots fly fixed wing aircraft and helicopters to provide air
transportation and other services. Flight engineers (second officers) monitor the
functioning of aircraft during flight and may assist in flying aircraft. Flying instructors teach
flying techniques and procedures to student and licensed pilots. Air pilots, flight engineers
and flight instructors are employed by airline and air freight companies, flying schools, the
armed forces and by other public and private sector aircraft operators.
The most important Essential Skills for this occupation are: Oral Communication,
Decision Making, Problem Solving, and Working with Others.
Essential Skills
Reading Text
Writing
Document Use
Computer use
*Oral Communication
Money Math
Scheduling/Budgeting and Accounting
Measurement and Calculation
Data Analysis
Numerical Estimation
Job Task Planning and Organizing
*Decision Making
*Problem Solving
Finding Information

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

*Working with Others:
Work Alone, Work Independently, Work with a Partner and Work with a Team
Air pilots, flight engineers and flying instructors work in a variety of settings and have a
wide range of roles. Depending on their work settings, they can work individually, with
partners, helpers or larger teams. Airline pilots who fly larger aircraft work with first
officers, flight attendants and security personnel, exchanging information and
coordinating tasks as necessary.
Medivac pilots also work with their teams, coordinating their work with dispatchers,
paramedics and other emergency workers. Bush pilots typically work independently, with
a partner or helper. Flying Instructors coordinate their work with other instructors when
necessary.
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Graduation Option: Introduction to Trades and Engineering
NOC: 7271 Occupation: Carpenter
Occupation description: Carpenters construct, erect, install, maintain and repair
structures and components of structures made of wood, wood-substitutes and other
materials. They are employed by construction companies, carpentry contractors,
maintenance departments of factories, plants and other establishments, or they
may be self-employed.
The most important Essential Skills for this occupation are: Document Use, Money
Math, Scheduling or Budgeting and Accounting, Measurement and Calculation,
Data Analysis, Numerical Estimation, and Problem Solving.
Essential Skills
Reading Text
Writing
*Document Use
Computer use
Oral Communication
*Money Math
*Scheduling/Budgeting and Accounting
*Measurement and Calculation
*Data Analysis
*Numerical Estimation
Job Task Planning and Organizing
Decision Making
*Problem Solving
Finding Information

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Working with Others:
Work Alone, Work with a Partner, Work with a Team
Carpenters work in pairs most of the time as this promotes efficiency and productivity.
They also work with apprentices most of the time to direct and monitor their work.
Occasionally, carpenters may work alone when the task at hand may be performed
single-handedly. Carpenters are always leaders of the construction team, working
together on a daily basis with other trades, forepersons, suppliers, engineers, and others
to complete the job through combined effort and organized co-operation. Teamwork is
essential to safety. Carpenters work with co-workers of both genders and from a variety
of cultures.
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Graduation Option: Entrepreneurship/Small Business Studies
NOC: 1441 Occupation: Administrative Clerks
Occupation description: Administrative clerks compile, verify, record and process forms
and documents, such as applications, licences, permits, contracts, registrations and
requisitions, in accordance with established procedures, guidelines and schedules. They
are employed throughout the private and public sectors.
The most important Essential Skills for this occupation are: Document Use, Oral
Communication, and Job Task Planning and Organizing.
Essential Skills
Reading Text
Writing
*Document Use
Computer use
*Oral Communication
Money Math
Scheduling/Budgeting and Accounting
Measurement and Calculation
Data Analysis
Numerical Estimation
*Job Task Planning and Organizing
Decision Making
Problem Solving
Finding Information

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Working with Others:
Work Independently, Work a Partner, Work with a Team
Administrative clerks mainly work independently. They may work jointly with a partner or
helper, for example to conduct the inventory, and may work as members of a team when
assisting others during busy periods.
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Graduation Option: Entrepreneurship/Small Business Studies
NOC: 0621a Occupation: Retail Trade Managers (Small Business OwnerOperators)
Occupation description: Retail trade managers plan, organize, direct, control and
evaluate the operations of establishments that sell merchandise or services on a retail
basis. Retail trade managers are employed by retail sales establishments or they may
own and operate their own store. This "Small Business Owner-Operator" profile was
developed as part of an occupational standard.
The most important Essential Skills for this occupation are: Oral Communication, Job
Task Planning and Organizing, Decision Making, Problem Solving, Finding
Information, Significant Use of Memory and Working with Others.
Essential Skills
Reading Text
Writing
Document Use
Computer use
*Oral Communication
Money Math
Scheduling/Budgeting and Accounting
Measurement and Calculation
Data Analysis
Numerical Estimation
*Job Task Planning and Organizing
*Decision Making
*Problem Solving
*Finding Information

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Working with Others
Work Alone, Work Independently, Work with a Partner, Work with a Team
Small business owners-operators participate in formal group discussions with staff and
suppliers to discuss methods of improving customer service, work processes or product
quality and the allocation of responsibilities. Small business owner-operators may also
participate in formal group discussions, sponsored by external organizations, such as
business associations, chambers of commerce, to discuss current issues, such as
industry trends, with business contacts.
Some of the time, small business owner-operators work alone; for example, when running
the store or office; work independently to pursue self-determined priorities co-ordinating
their work with the work of others, such as employees and suppliers; work jointly with a
partner, such as a co-owner or helper, such as an assistant; or work as a member of a
team, such as a marketing team, to accomplish a task through combined effort and
organized co-operation.
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Graduation Option: Community Caregiving and Family Studies
NOC: 6474 Occupation: Babysitters, Nannies and Parents' Helpers
Occupation description: Babysitters care for children on an ongoing or short-term basis. They
are usually self-employed or may be employed by babysitting agencies.
Nannies care for children in the employer's residence and provide for their health and physical
and social development. Parent's helpers assist parent with child-care and household duties.
Nannies and parent's helpers are employed by private households, where they may also reside.
The most important Essential Skills for this occupation are: Oral Communication, Decision
Making and Problem Solving.
Essential Skills
Reading Text
Writing
Document Use
*Oral Communication
Money Math
Scheduling/Budgeting and Accounting
Measurement and Calculation
Numerical Estimation
Job Task Planning and Organizing
*Decision Making
*Problem Solving
Finding Information

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Working with Others:
Work Independently
Babysitters, nannies and parents' helpers work independently with the children in their
care. Babysitters, nannies and parent's helpers supervise children.
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Graduation Option: Community Caregiving and Family Studies Caregiving
NOC: 4141 Secondary School Teachers
Occupational Description: Secondary school teachers prepare and teach academic,
technical, vocational or specialized subjects at public and private secondary schools.
Secondary school teachers who are heads of departments and high school librarians are
included in this group.
The most important Essential Skills for Secondary School Teachers are:
Reading Text and Oral Communication.
Essential Skills
*Reading Text
Writing
Document Use
Computer Use
*Oral Communication
Money Math
Scheduling/Budgeting and Accounting
Measurement and Calculation
Data Analysis
Numerical Estimation
Job Task Planning and Organizing
Decision Making
Problem Solving
Finding Information

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Working with Others:
Work Independently, Work with a Partner, Work with a Team
Secondary school teachers primarily work independently to plan and teach their classes.
Outside their classrooms, they participate in staff meetings with other teachers and
educational assistants to co-ordinate job tasks such as hall duty and lunchroom
supervision. They may co-ordinate their work with student teachers and aides who assist
students with special needs, and may co-ordinate their work with guidance counsellors,
social workers, educational consultants, student service coordinators, addictions
counsellors and occupational therapists. Secondary school teachers may assign tasks to
administrative assistants.
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Graduation Option: Community Caregiving and Family Studies Caregiving
NOC: 3233 Occupation: Licensed Practical Nurses (LPN)
Occupation description: Licensed practical nurses provide nursing care usually under
the direction of medical practitioners, registered nurses or other health team members.
They are employed in hospitals, nursing homes, extended care facilities, rehabilitation
centres, doctors' offices, clinics, companies, private homes and community health
centres. Operating room technicians are included in this unit group.
The most important Essential Skills for this occupation are: Oral Communication,
Decision Making and Working with Others.
Essential Skills
Reading Text
Writing
Document Use
Computer Use
*Oral Communication
Money Math
Measurement and Calculation
Data Analysis
Numerical Estimation
Job Task Planning and Organizing
*Decision Making
Problem Solving
Finding Information

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

*Working with Others
Work Independently, Work with A Team
Licensed practical nurses usually work as members of health care teams in a variety of
institutional settings. They coordinate their work with other nursing staff and health care
professionals. Although licensed practical nurses may work alone with patients, they
communicate with immediate team members to coordinate all actions taken on behalf of
patients. In emergency situations, licensed practical nurses must work quickly as part of
their teams. A smaller number of LPNs work independently in home care, health
education and other independent roles in the community. Licensed practical nurses who
work independently share information and coordinate job tasks with others involved in
clients' welfare.
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Graduation Option: Information Technology/Communication/Media
NOC: 7246 Occupation: Telecommunications Installation and Repair Workers
Occupation description: Telecommunications installation and repair workers install,
test, maintain and repair telephones, telephone switching equipment and
telecommunications equipment related to transmission and processing of voice, video
signals and other data over a variety of media including fibre optics, microwave, radio and
satellite. They are employed by telephone and other telecommunications transmission
services establishments.
The most important Essential Skills for this occupation are: Document Use, Money
Math, Scheduling or Budgeting and Accounting, Measurement and Calculation,
Data Analysis, Numerical Estimation and Decision Making.
Essential Skills
Reading Text
Writing
*Document Use
Computer Use
Oral Communication
*Money Math
*Scheduling/Budgeting and Accounting
*Measurement and Calculation
*Data Analysis
*Numerical Estimation
Job Task Planning and Organizing
*Decision Making
Problem Solving
Finding Information

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Working with Others
Work Alone, Work Independently, Work with A Partner
Telecommunications installation and repair workers typically work alone or beside other
technicians doing similar tasks at a work site or service centre. Some workers in this
category, in particular those at switching centres or involved in large-scale installations,
may work with a partner to improve efficiency. They share information in a timely manner
with co-workers including dispatchers, customer support staff, analysts, salespeople and
supervisors to provide telecommunication services to a wide range of customers. For
example, they may review operation guidelines for telephone equipment with co-workers
or coordinate efforts to troubleshoot equipment and system faults.
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Graduation Option: Information Technology/Communication/Media
NOC: 2175 Occupation: Web Designers and Developers
Occupation description: Web designers and developers research, design, develop and
produce Internet and intranet sites. They are employed in computer software
development firms, information technology consulting firms and in information technology
units throughout the private and public sectors, or they may be self-employed.
The most important Essential Skills for this occupation are: Computer Use, Oral
Communication and Decision Making.
Essential Skills
Reading Text
Writing
Document Use
*Computer Use
*Oral Communication
Money Math
Scheduling/Budgeting and Accounting
Measurement and Calculation
Data Analysis
Numerical Estimation
Job Task Planning and Organizing
*Decision Making
Problem Solving
Finding Information

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Working with Others
Work Independently, Work with A Partner, Work with a Team
Web designers and developers spend much of their time working independently when
designing and developing web sites. On larger projects, they coordinate tasks and
exchange information with other team members both nationally and internationally. They
may work as team members or leaders depending on their organizations' structures,
project designs and personal experience. They may demonstrate, train and assign tasks
to junior web designers.
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Graduation Option: History, Heritage and Culture
NOC: 6442b Occupation: Hunting Guides
Occupation description: This profile was generated as part of an occupational standard.
The NOC group to which it relates is "Outdoor Sport and Recreational Guide". Outdoor
sport and recreational guides organize and conduct trips or expeditions for sports
enthusiasts, adventurers, tourists and resort guests. They are employed by private
companies and resorts or may be self- employed.
The most important Essential Skills for this occupation are: Oral Communication,
Decision Making and Problem Solving.
Essential Skills
Reading Text
Writing
Document Use
Computer Use
*Oral Communication
Scheduling/Budgeting and Accounting
Measurement and Calculation
Numerical Estimation
Job Task Planning and Organizing
*Decision Making
*Problem Solving
Finding Information

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Working with Others
Work Alone, Work Independently, Work with A Partner, Work with a Team
Hunting guides work alone most of the time when preparing for and leading hunting trips.
They are an integral part of the outfitter's/employer's team working together to provide
high-quality service. They always work independently, co-ordinating their work with the
work of others (for example, other resource users) as needed. Hunting guides
occasionally may work with a partner.
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Sample Template
Working with Others

Skills
from
Class Lists

SelfAssessment
TEA*
How did I
demonstrate
it?

Peer
Assessment
TEA*
What did I see
or hear?

Teacher
Assessment
TEA*
What did I see
or hear?

Comments

*TEA = Try harder, Effective, Awesome
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Working with Others
This Essential Skill refers to the extent to which an employee works with others to carry
out their tasks. It covers four types of work contexts: work alone, work independently,
work jointly with a partner and work as member of a team. It also pertains to participating
in leadership activities (see Appendix). A person’s skills in these various work contexts
are dependent on their work environment and job tasks. As employees work with more
people the greater the responsibility or complexity of coordination required.
The work contexts and their associated indicators are independent of each other. Most
jobs require employees to effectively work in a number of work contexts. For example a
worker may be required to Work Independently as well as Work with a Team but may not
be expected to Work Alone.
Occupational Examples: A carpenter may be asked at different times to work
independently, work with an apprentice or work with a building crew.
Hunting guides work alone most of the time when preparing for and leading hunting trips.
But they may be part of the outfitter's/employer's team working together to provide highquality service. They usually work independently, co-ordinating their work with the work of
others as needed and some hunting guides may sometimes work with a partner.
Working with Others looks at four dimensions of the skill:
Ability to coordinate work with others
Range direction/supervision needed to complete work on time
Meeting standards of quality
Personal responsibility for interacting with other
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Working with Others
1. Working
Alone
Indicators

2. Working
Independently
Indicators

3. Working with a
Partner
Indicators

4. Working with a
Team/Group
Indicators

Able to work alone and
coordinate work with
others IF required

Able to work
independently and
coordinate work with
others AS required

Able to work
cooperatively and
coordinate work with a
team/group of people

Works well without
direction; organizes
and completes own
work on time

Reviews and monitors
own quality of work to
meet required
standards

Works well with
minimum direction;
organizes and
completes own work
/task given a work plan
and timeline
Reviews and monitors
own work/task in
order to meet given
standards

Able to work
cooperatively and
coordinate and
integrate work with
one other person
With a partner, gives
or receives directions,
effectively organizes
and completes
work/task on time
Works inclusively
using own and
partner’s skills to
improve quality of work

Minimally responsible
for interaction with
others

Responsible for self
when interacting with
others

Works inclusively
using own and each
group member’s skills
to improve quality of
work
Responsible for
interacting with a
number of people

Responsible for
interacting with one
other person
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In a group, gives or
receives directions,
effectively organizes
and completes
work/task on time
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Unit 2: Self Presentation
Learning Competency
Students will increase self-awareness by:
• discussing and exploring how others perceive them in relation to how they
perceive themselves.
Language Development – Personal Mailboxes
This strategy provides students with positive messages about themselves.
Envelopes containing index cards are posted under a picture of each student.
The names of the students are written on the envelope and index card. The
teacher collects the index cards, shuffles them, and randomly distributes them
to the class. Students write a sentence of affirmation for the student named on
the card. The comments are anonymous. The teacher then collects the cards,
shuffles them again and returns them to the envelope/personal mailbox.
Students then collect and read their mail. Index cards are returned to the
envelope to be used again.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others 2: Working Independently – all indicators have been met
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Materials
Photocopy the most appropriate optical illusions
Index cards and envelopes
Digital cameras
Printer
Access to computers
Background
Families are raised to realize that kinship ties are very important.
Inuuqatigiit, page 39
Personal identity and belonging originates from kinships ties and webs of
naming relationships. The aim of this unit is to make students aware of the
connection between the way they conduct themselves and how other people
outside their family perceive them. This process of self-awareness may be
difficult for some students. Throughout the unit encourage students to be as
honest as they are able. It will be important to bombard them with positive
messages about who they are. The Personal Mailboxes suggested in this unit
are one way to ensure that students are receiving regular affirmation. Continue
to use the strategy throughout the module.
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Opener – Optical Illusions 2
You will find a series of optical illusions at the end of this unit. Decide on the
ones that are most appropriate for your class. Hand out the series of optical
illusions and the accompanying question sheet. Have the students complete the
questions, then use the teacher’s guide on the same website to debrief.
Discuss the following questions as a group:
Did everyone see the same thing in each picture?
Why do you think this was the case?
Did you see something different when it was pointed out to you?
What does this tell you about how people see/understand things?
What impact does this have in working with others?
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: participates in routine
discussionsContent: takes part in discussions that deal with facts but may also deal with
opinions, emotions, ideas; language is both factual and abstract
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time in largely predictable
situations
Working with Others 2: Working Independently – all indicators addressed: (completing
question sheet)
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others
Elements of Working with Others Level 4: Working with a Team/Group, the following
indicators have been met (group discussion)
• Takes responsibility for interacting with a number of people

Connector – My Characteristics
Have the students complete My Characteristics provided at the end of the unit.
Students are to read through the sheet and circle the words that best describe
them. They may choose as many words as they like. Have the students record
their top three words and write them on an index card.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others 2: Working Independently – all indicators addressed: (completing
question sheet)
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards

Ask the students to form groups of six and form a circle. The students should
place their index cards face down in the centre of the circle. Move the cards
around so that no one knows which is which. Provide each student with five
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post-it notes. The students are to individually pick up a card, read the
descriptive words on the cards, look at their group members, and guess whom
the words might be describing. They should record their guess on the post-it
note, stick it on the appropriate card, and return the card face down to the
centre of the circle. They should do this for every card except their own.
When everyone is finished, turn the cards over and have each student take her
or his own card. Have them discuss in their small group if anything about the
responses on the cards surprised them.
Elements of Working with Others Level 4: Working with a Team/Group, the following
indicators have been met (group discussion)
• Able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• In a group, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes work/task
on time
• Takes responsibility for interacting with a number of people

Discuss that much like optical illusions, different people have different
perceptions of us. The judgments people make about us are based on a variety
of factors. What we say, what we do, what others say about us and how others
respond to us all help people form perceptions about us.
Have students work with a partner from their small group. Discuss with each
other what careers their three top characteristics would be especially suited for
and whether any of their top three characteristics would be helpful in working
with others and working together.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: exchanges/discusses
information, gives or follows detailed multi-step instructions, coordinates work with
several others
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts but may also deal with opinions,
emotions and ideas; moderate range of subject matter, language is both factual and
abstract,
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time in largely predictable
situations, exchange is brief to medium duration (10 minutes or longer)
Some Elements of Working with Others Level 3: Working with a Partner, (discussion with
partner)
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate and integrate work/task with one other
person
• responsible for interacting with one other person

Activity – A Poster
To introduce media literacy, have students bring props (either culturally specific
or modern) from home or provide a selection of props available in the
classroom. Students should select a prop that demonstrates how they see
themselves and the image they want to project. Have students take pictures of
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each other.
Have the students post this on a large sheet of paper. Students should choose
four people who know them well and two people with whom they have
interacted in social settings, but with whom they are not close friends. Ask the
students to draw circles around the periphery of the paper, encircling their
picture. Record the names of the six people selected underneath. (There is a
sample template at the end of this unit.)
Students will need to color code the visual so as to identify the people who
know them well from the people who do not. It would be helpful if the whole
class chose the same system for ease in viewing.
Hand each student a clean My Characteristics sheet. Have the students read
the list of words to each of the selected individuals. They should ask them to
listen for two words that they think describe the student. Students are to note
these words in the appropriate circles on their poster. Remind the students that
they are not to guide the responses and should record the information without
comment. They should label the poster Defining Me, or some other fitting title.
Students may want to decorate the poster using markers or pencil crayons.
Display the completed Defining Me posters. (See Accommodating Diversity for
a possible variant of this activity.)
Discuss the following questions:
Did the people who knew you well choose some of the same words, or words
that mean the same thing as you did?
What might this say?
Were they different?
Why do you think this was the case?
How accurate in describing you were the people who did not know you very
well? Why do you think this was the case?
Attach the Personal Mailboxes under each Defining Me poster. Make sure the
index cards as well as the envelopes have the students’ names visible. Tell the
students that these are their personal mailboxes; they will be giving and
receiving mail.
Distribute the index cards randomly to the students. Ask them to write a
sentence of praise for the name on the card. Reiterate that negative comments
are not allowed. Gather up the completed cards and place back in the
envelopes. Allow students to read the comments and then return them to the
envelope. All comments are to be anonymous.
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Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: Take part in moderately demanding exchange: exchange/discuss information
• Context: Communicate with one or more people at a time in largely predictable
situations,
Working with Others 2: Working Independently – all indicators addressed: (completing
Defining Me poster)
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others
Elements of Working with Others Level 4: Working with a Team/Group, the following
indicators have been met(group discussion)
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Reflections
Content – What did you learn in this unit? Why is this important? How would it
help you in working with others? What did you learn about photography?
Collaborative – What have you learned during this unit that could make
working together in a group or with a partner easier?
Personal – How did other people describe you? What did you learn about
yourself that surprised you? What message did the photography props say
about your image?
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Follow-Up – Not-So-Personal Resume
Have the students create a Not-So-Personal Resume. The resume is to be filled
with information the students are able to gather from others. The students are
not to contribute any ideas or lead the people they are interviewing. Students
must interview at least three people; they are free to interview more. One of the
three must be a parent or elder who knows them well.
You will find a list of interview questions, as well as a template for the final copy
of the resume at the end of the unit. Note that there is a separate set of
interview questions for parents/elders. Parents/elders should be notified ahead
of time that this activity will be taking place.
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Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchange; questions multiple sources to
obtain information, may require more formal greetings
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts but may also deal with opinions
and emotions, moderate range of subject matter, moderate range of general and
context specific vocabulary
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time in less predictable situations,
uses a range of formats and styles (interview format), exchange is brief to medium
duration
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Classroom Reinforcement
Create a display of the Defining Me posters and the Not- So- Personal resumes
if students are willing to share them. Do the personal mailbox activity. Post the
optical illusions.
Accommodating Diversity
Read aloud any worksheets or material that may pose difficulty for the students.
You may want to provide the students with several examples of positive
comments for the Personal Mailboxes. For students who do not know each
other well, this activity may prove a challenge. Explain that the comments are
anonymous and that they are to be positive. That means anything that would
affirm the person. Focusing on strengths, abilities, and personality is the aim;
however, where students are unable to deliver the depth required, allow them to
provide feedback about anything relating to the person they deem noteworthy.
This could also be done orally.
For the Defining Me poster, the student’s name in the middle could be
substituted for a picture. As a variation, students could come up with a set of
multiple choice questions and then interview the six selected people. The
questions could reflect hobbies, interests, likes/dislikes.
For example:
What kind of music do you think I like?
Country
Classical
Rock
Grunge
Hip hop
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The responses could be noted on the Defining Me poster so as to clearly
display who thought what.
For the family interview questions in the Follow-Up, it may be preferable to send
home only a few questions at a time or allow students to tape record the
responses.
Assessment
Student – Choose the skills they want to improve and complete the
assessment template for Working with Others. Fill in the Participation Checklist
or Unit Self-Assessment. Store both in their Communication Portfolio.
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Teacher – Observe students in their group work and comment on skills from
the Working with Others class list that you observe. Comment on oral
communication skills you notice. Ensure they understand the concept of
perceptions. Discuss portfolio and journal assessment with students.
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Experiential Exercise
WRITE YOUR ANSWERS TO THE EXERCISES BELOW
(you will have approx. 45 to 60 seconds for each exercise)
1. Reversible Image
A.
B.
C.
D.
2. Camouflage
A.
B.
3. Identical Twins
A.
4. Omitted
5. Crater or Mountain?
A.
B.
6. Imagination
A.
B.
7. Circles
A.
8. What Do You See?
A.
B.

9. Old Man and Young Man
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A.
B.
C.
10. Sailors
A.
11. Squares
A.
12. Word Frequency
A.
B.
C.

13. Omitted
14. Omitted
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1. Reversible Image

A. Can you see a cube?
B. Can you see a cube from another perspective?
C. Imagine that the circular areas are actually holes in the page.
Can you see a cube suspended behind the surface of the page?
D. Can you see a cube from another perspective behind the page?
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2. Camouflage

A. What do you see in this picture? If you see ‘nothing’, keep
looking.

B. If you see ‘something’, then try to see ‘nothing’. Can you do
this?
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3. Identical Twins

A. Why do the identical twins in this room appear to be drastically
different in size?
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5. Crater or Mountain?3

A. What do you see here – crater or mountain?
B. Can you see both?
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6. Imagination

Task:

A. Close your eyes for 30 seconds and try not to imagine a Pink
Elephant. Could you do it?
B. Why or why not?
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7. Circles

A. Compare the central circles. Which one is larger?
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8. What Do You See?

A. What do you see?
B. Can see anything else? If not, there’s a clue over the page!
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Clue:
The picture contains a word.
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9. Old Man and Young Man

Task
A. Can you the old man?
B. Can you see young man?
C. Can you see them both at the same time?
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10. Sailors

The sailors of the first fleet were
brave and fearless as they fought
all of the forces of nature when
facing the fierce storm off the coast.
A. Read the passage up and count how many times the letter f is
used?
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11. Squares

A. How many squares are there above?
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16. Smudge Illusion4

A. Look at the figure on the right.
Stare at the black dot without moving your eyes.
The smudge will miraculously disappear!
Try the same experiment again with the smudge on the left.
This time the smudge does not disappear.
What is going on here? Why does the smudge disappear in one
instance and not the other?
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17. Parallel Lines?

A. The vertical lines above are parallel. So why do they appear to
bow?
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My Characteristics

Name: ____________________________

Date: _______________

Circle any words that tell about you in some way.
Quiet
Funny
Serious
Shy
Loving
Gentle
Friendly
Hard working
Sad
Normal
Brilliant
Relaxed
Talkative
_________________

Sweet
Loud
Goofy
Grumpy
Nice
Considerate
Grouchy
Happy
Lazy
Harsh
Slow
Hyper
Sleepy
________________

_________________

________________

_________________

_________________

_________________

_________________

_________________

_________________
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My Characteristics: Template

Two people with whom you have interacted in a
social setting, but who are not close friends

Four friends who
know you well

Picture
or Name

Friends who know me well: People with whom I have interacted in a
1. _______________________ social setting, but who are not close friends.
2. _______________________
3. _______________________
4. _______________________

1. _______________________
2. _______________________
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Interview Questions

Name: ____________________________
_______________

Date:

Person Interviewed: ____________________________
Interests
What do I like to do when I am alone?

What do I like to do when I am with friends?

Likes
What kinds of games do I like to play? (board games, physical games,
strategy games, acting games, talking games)

What color best describes me and why?

What animal best describes me and why?

Abilities
What am I good at doing?

Weaknesses
Name one thing I could improve?

Future Plans
What could you see me doing in five years?
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Family Interview Questions

Name: ____________________________

Date: _______________

Person Interviewed: _________________________________________
Interests
Are there things that are uniquely Inuit that I should learn to or continue to
enjoy?

Likes and Personality
If you had to tell someone about me, how would you describe me?

Abilities
What abilities do you hope I will develop or continue to develop?

How do I contribute to our family?

Weaknesses
Name one thing I could improve?

Hopes/Future Plans
What things do you hope my teachers say about me? Why?

How would you like me to behave when I am at school? Why?

What do you hope for my future?
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Not-So-Personal Resume

Name: ____________________________

Date: _______________

Interests/Personality

Abilities

Weaknesses

Hopes/Future Plans

Summary: Other people perceive that I am ______________________________.
This is something I would like to improve or change because
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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Unit 3: Welcoming Gestures
Learning Competency
Students will examine through the use of media the factors that affect inclusive,
respectful communication by:
• observing, discussing and reflecting on non-verbal communication,
specifically body language.
Materials
Set of image cards depicting emotions (images at end of this unit) in envelopes,
enough for each group of four students; chart paper and markers
Background
Traditional Responsibilities of Women and Men
Women have much to contribute to the community.
Men are adapting to their changing roles in today’s society
Inuuqatigiit, pages 51 and 55
Working well with others has many dimensions. This unit examines how we
communicate non-verbally and the power of non-verbal communication. Being
aware of what others are communicating and what we are communicating to
others helps us manage and be responsible for our interactions.
Opener – Don’t Smile
Have the students sit in a circle. Inform the students that they are to not laugh or
smile; they must sit still and remain quiet. Ask for a volunteer to move to the
centre of the circle. The volunteer’s job is to try and make someone in the group
smile. Beginning with one student and moving around the circle, they should try
and elicit a smile. Allow about 10 seconds per student. They may not touch or
speak to the students in the circle. If they succeed, the person who laughed
moves to the centre and takes the place of the volunteer.
Discuss that facial expressions, gestures, and body movements are all powerful
ways of communicating: we say a lot by the way we use our body. The game is a
silly example of the effect of body language.
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Some elements of Working with Others Level 4: Working with a Team/Group, all indicators
have been met:
• responsible for interacting with a number of people
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Connector – Family Communication
Discuss the following excerpt:
Traditionally parents communicated with their children through facial expressions
and tone of voice.
Inuuqatigiit Curriculum, page 32.
Have the students think quietly for a moment about the ways that their parents
communicate non-verbally with them. How do your parents communicate
approval? How do your parents communicate disapproval? Share a personal
memory of a distinct parental expression for which you knew the meaning.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in simple exchange: gives and receives simple directions
• Content: narrow range of subject matter
• Context: uses/understands simple body language
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts but may also deal with opinions,
emotions and ideas
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time in largely predictable situations

Ask the students to turn to a partner and briefly share some of the ways they
have seen their parents communicate with facial expressions.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchange: exchanges information;
participates in routine discussion
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts but may also deal with opinions,
emotions and ideas; moderate range of subject matter, moderate range of general and
context specific vocabulary
Some elements of Working with Others 3: Working with a Partner (discussion)
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate and integrate work/task with one other person
• responsible for interacting with one other person

Activity – Reading Body Language
Discuss that only a small percent of communication is conveyed by the words.
Words are an important part of communication, but there are other factors that
shape how the message is received. When you are together with people you
are giving them ideas and information without saying a word. When you speak,
more information is added to what is already being communicated.
Discuss that there are three things that affect communication.
Only give a brief explanation of each heading and cite only one example to
illustrate the concept.
Where You Are — your environment affects what you are communicating. For
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example, if you are in jail you will be giving certain messages about yourself.
Who You Are — the things you cannot change about yourself.
For example, whether you are male or female will communicate things about
you.
How You Are — those things that you can change. For example, if you have not
cleaned your fingernails in the past month you will be communicating something
about yourself.
Break the class into groups of four. Provide each group with an envelope of
three images, three pieces of chart paper and markers. Ask each group to glue
one image at the top of a piece of chart paper, and brainstorm as many specific
details related to that image as they can for each of the headings, including
details about what the rest of the body for each image is like. Have them create
a very small story for each image using the information they have listed.
Allow students sufficient time to create their lists and stories. Regroup the class.
Have each group share their ideas and compile a class list for each of the
headings.
Here are some factors you may want to ensure are included in the compiled list:
Where You Are
location
physical position (sitting, standing or lying down)
who else is with you
time of day
season
year
Who You Are
gender
age
height
physical characteristics
How You Are
dress
hair
tone of voice
body language
Have students return to their small groups and discuss what they would do and
how they would act if they had to work in a small group with someone
represented by one of their images. If they were one of the people represented
by one of the images, how would they like others to react to them? Generate a
list of behaviours on a piece of chart paper and share with the class. Put an
asterisk beside the behaviours that would involve how you would speak to that
person or how you would like others to speak to you in that situation.
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Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: moderately demanding exchanges: exchanges information, follows or gives
detailed multi-step instructions, coordinates with several others
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts but may also deal with opinions,
emotions and ideas; moderate range of subject matter, language is both factual and
abstract, moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time: uses a range of formats and
styles (conversational, brainstorming, storytelling)
Working with Others 4: Working with a Team, all indicators have been met
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• in a group, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes work/task
on time
• works inclusively using own and each group member’s skills to improve quality of work
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Reflections
Content – What is non-verbal communication? What parts of non-verbal
communication do you have control over? Which parts do you not? How is nonverbal communication influenced by cultural backgrounds?
Collaborative – How does being aware of body language help you work in a
group?
Personal – Are you mindful of your own body language? What have you
noticed about your own body language? What changes or improvements would
you consider making to your own body language or personal habits?
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Follow-Up – Body Language in the Workplace
Divide students into small groups and have them observe in workplaces around
the community, including the school and the home, and notice body language
that is being used. If they are able to take digital pictures, that would be helpful.
Students should make arrangements with the workplaces beforehand so that
their visit is productive and does not interrupt workplace activities. Include
volunteer activities and family activities also as workplaces.
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Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchange: gives formal greetings (to
workplace personnel), coordinates work with several others;
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time in less predictable situations
(workplace situation)
Working with Others 4: Working with a Team –all indicators addressed
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• in a group, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes work/task
on time
• works inclusively using own and each group member’s skills to improve quality of work
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Have students post the pictures or draw the body language they have observed
(using stick figures) and label their picture or drawing with the name of the
location where the body language was observed. Post the drawings around the
room. Have each student choose one of the drawings and write a brief
explanation of what is happening in the drawing. Students could also sketch
bubbles in which to record possible thoughts the person might be having, or
words they might say.
OR
Distribute magazines which have pictures of people engaged in various
activities. Have students find pictures of exaggerated body language. Each
student should find at least three pictures. They should cut the pictures and
glue them onto construction paper. Collect the pictures and display them on a
table. Have the students each select one. Ask the students to write a brief
explanation of what is happening in the picture. Students could also sketch
bubbles in which to record possible thoughts the person might be having, or
words they might say.
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Classroom Reinforcement
Display the compiled lists and images from the Activity in a visible location in
the classroom. Have students create a bulletin board with a title to display the
pictures from the Follow Up. Do the personal mailbox activity.
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Essential Skill addressed in this Activity: (if students work together to develop bulletin
board)
Working with Others Level 4: Working with a Team/Group, all indicators have been met:
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• in a group, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes work/task
on time
• works inclusively using own and each group member’s skills to improve quality of work
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Accommodating Diversity
Revise or modify the Opener if you do not feel it is appropriate for your
students. It is an activity that may work better once the classroom sense of
community has been established.
There is an extensive list of emotions at the end of this unit. It may be useful to
review the emotions on the list (or at least the ones most appropriate for your
students) and add any others that your students use frequently. The Inuktitut
may help or not depending on the dialect of your students. If you feel that a
vocabulary of emotions is something your students need to work on, it might be
helpful to have these words translated into a dialect that your students are
familiar with.
For the Follow Up students could simply complete a Where, Who, and How for
the picture they choose. Or students could work in pairs, secretly writing their
explanation and then comparing with their partner.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity: (if working in pairs comparing with partner)
Oral Communication Level 1; all indicators addressed
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchange: exchanging information;
participating in routine discussions
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time in mainly predictable
situations
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others
OR
Elements of Working with Others 2: Working with A Partner, (comparing explanations with
a partner)
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate and integrate work/task with one other person
• responsible for interacting with one other person
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Assessment
Student – Choose the skills they want to improve and complete the
assessment template for Working with Others. Prepare portfolio items and
journal excerpts for conference. Complete Participation Checklist or Unit SelfAssessment. Sign up for teacher conference.
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Teacher – Set up timetable for conferences with students for portfolio and
journal assessment. Continue to comment on observations you make while
students are working in groups. Note their awareness of body language and its
impact on communication.
During the conference, consider the three learning competencies students
should be demonstrating to date related to working successfully in a group,
developing an awareness of how they are perceived by others, and the impact
their body language and personal habits have on others.
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List of Emotions
Feelings
English
aggressive
angry
antagonized
anxious
anxious
(can’t wait)
apologetic
arrogant
ashamed
bored
cautious
cold
concentrating
confident
confused
curious
depressed
determined
disappointed
disapproving
disbelieving
disgusted
distasteful
ecstatic
embarrassed
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Feelings Inuktitut
Qikiqtarjuaq
r9oQ/cT5g6
Ghv4vzJ6H
iUsmJ6
xrCos6t
GiU4nwJ6H
Wh]ml5g6
GyKCJ6H
whmZA5
xvw9os6g6
n6rt5tJ6
mux8i3ui4
c9o5bsJmq5g6
dFxQ/cq5g6
ckwDJ5g6
wexY5g6
s0pDfh5tx6g6
s0pDh[Jx6g6
w4N5g6
GgUNq5g6H
whm{nys9ME5g6
w7ui4
s2WE5tx6g6
NlJ6\NlosmJ6
Nlo6g6
vh5g6\gryJmJ6
Xd9l6
nwmq5g6
\whm]/6g6
v5gzwymJ6
\s4WDho6g6
d~k7u6g6\v1]Z6g6
xvs{nsq5g6
\`N7m4nq5g6
s2WNq5g6
\s4WDh8q5g6
Ws5nq5g6
\vY+h0pJ6
mmw5txq5g6
dFxh4g+Xl4
vYh4g6

Feelings Inuktitut
Arviat

Feelings
French

Feelings
Inuinnaqtun

sQxYJ6
iUwymJ6
eX]nEJ6
y}KCJ6
sb6rJ8Nw9oJ6
N[o4]n6g6
WshQJ6
vY5tymJ6
h9lxT5g6
swmw5g6
g8ix3N6g6
xs9l0pJ6
xJT5hQJ6
sw7m0/4g6
csp5b6gJ6
xN/N6g6
W9lxF1ix6g6
d+F6g6
xvs4nq5g6
s4WDw5g6
vY+h0pJ6
mmw5g6
dFxhlx6g6
vY5t5g6
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miserable

\vY5t5g6
iU4ymJ6
y[ZpJ6\ghJ6
Wlx5g6
\X[FN3Jx6g6
bcsmJ6\bcymJ6
v2Wxh4g6
\dx6]n6ymJ6
X=Fo6g6
\ckwDJ4g6
e{]n6g6\e4]n4g6
XJnsJ6\XnN6g6
dFxh5g6
\dFxh4g6
v2Wxho6ymJ6
\dx6+n6g6
iEs5yx6g6
\iEs5tx6g6
iU[Jx6g6
WYJ6
\wuxlYJ6
sw7mymJ6
x0psT5g6
\mogw8N6g6
grcTn5g6
\y4vzJ6
Xy/5nsq5g6
\wk5tx?4
WJmio4
y8NJ6\y1NJ6
bb5g6\h8ismJ6
wkgx6\rWYJ6
N9oAho5g6
\N[oAho6g6
whm{n{ysym/`E5g6
sMFnwD+u/4v
\WC/haJ6
\WTYx6g6
ckwDJ5g6
\eNzJ6

obstinate

tyn5g6\whmbsn4v6 W/3~i5g6

enraged
envious
exasperated
exhausted
frightened
frustrated
grieving
guilty
happy
horrified
hopeful
hot (anger)
hungover
hysterical
indifferent
idiotic
innocent
interested
jealous
loaded
lonely
lovestruck
meditative
mischievous

h1]ZeJ6
ghJ6
e3JtJ6
w3z5b4g6
v2Wxh4g6
eXh4g6
iv9lzJ6
NlNT5g6
dFxh4g6
bb7i6
iEs5tx6g6
iUwymJ6
WYJ6
WC9M4g6
`NMw8N6g6
u+b6t
wk5yx6\hJw5g6
W+Juh1io4
iz6g6
NlNweEJ6
wkw9MYJ6
N[oA+h7u6g6
whmQ/gxco3i6
WTy6g6g6
w3ami6
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optimistic
overwhelmed
pained
paranoid
perplexed
prudish
regretful
relieved
sad
satisfied
sexy
shocked
sheepish
shy
smug
surprised
suspicious
sympathetic
thoughtful
undecided
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W7mEsizi4
Wsi6+Xat5tJ6
\iEsQ/c5tx6g6
bXw6ym5Jx6g6
+x8ixtbsJ6
whmzA5
xvw9os6g6
\t9o6g6
NloChx6g6
\sw7m4ynJ6
eu3D5tx4v6
\d=?ylx6g6
s[Ax5g6
\s[Ax6nCw5g6
xvsyJ6
\ch0+JyJ6
nwmq5g6
\k]mh4g6
`N7m{yymJ6
\`N7m4n6g6
WJuN6g6
\w4O8N6g6
dx6n5g6
\d4n9M4g6
vY5b6
vYh4g
JEJ6 vY5bw5g6
dx6]n6g6
\d[l4g6
mlAh4g6
bf4nst5tJ6
N[oAh1i3ui4
whm{n{ys5tx5g6
\yMgJ6
+x6r4bsymT5g6
\whmos+Ciq5g6

iEsQ/c5tx6g6
dMs7u3i6
wLw9o6g6
t5p6g6
sw7m4ynJ6
W]neJ6
s[AxMJ6
ch0+JyJ6
dFxhT5g6
`N7m4n6g6
w4O8N6g6
bbu5g6
vY5b6
vYh4g6
vYw5g6
sWUZsJ6
XnAh4g6
N[o4b6g6
yMgJ6
whmosZi4ymT5g6
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Unit 4: Generating Energy
Students will compare the impact of attitudes on communication by:
• identifying related vocabulary
• creating, discussing and role playing positive and negative attitudes from
media-derived images.
Learning Competency
Students will browse a website to find information.
Language Development – Role Play
The strategy of acting out of a role, in particular that of a person with a specific
social role, is used in order to promote understanding of the role or the person
better.
Materials
Photocopies for each student of the Essential Skills tables and tracking forms and
the values cards from Unit 1
Background
Family and Kinship
Families do not put down other families.
Families with a positive outlook accomplish more.
Inuuqatigiit, page 39
In this unit, you will be introducing students to the HRSDC Essential Skills and
their role in this course. The main focus is Working with Others, but there is a
secondary focus on Oral Communication. This unit will build upon the work
students have been doing in the first three units. From this unit on, you will be
completing a checklist as you observe students using Essential Skills related to
Working with Others and Oral Communication in a consistent manner. The
attitude that individuals have in participating in a group is critical to the extent of
the success of the group.
Opener – Attitude Counts
Discuss that attitude is the way a person thinks and feels about something. Write
the following on the board:
Attitude = feeling + thought
Brainstorm a short list of activities and the feeling/s and thought/s associated with
each. For example, if I envision the activity of reading I feel relaxed and content
and I think, “I can hardly wait till tonight to read my book with a warm cup of tea.”
Provide the students with a copy of the table of activities (found at the end of this
unit) and have them record a feeling and thought for each.
Ask the students to rate their attitude towards each of the items. Is their attitude
positive (+) or negative (-)?
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Have students turn to a partner and share their feelings and thoughts in regards
to each activity. The partner should give them a rating of + or – attitude for each.
Did this match their personal assessment of their attitude?
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchange: exchanges/discusses
information
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts but may also deal with opinions,
emotions and ideas; uses range of formats and styles (brainstorming), moderate range of
subject matter, language is factual and abstract, moderate range of general and contextspecific vocabulary
Working with Others Level 2: Working independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a work
plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others
Elements of Working with Others 2: Working with A Partner
• Able to work cooperatively and coordinate and integrate work with one other person
• Responsible for interacting with one other person

Connector – Perceptions
Review the concept of perceptions. Discuss how in the previous unit we looked at
the same picture and were able to entertain more than one concept or idea for an
image.
Discuss that in the real world two people can be a part of the same event or
situation, but that their feelings are not necessarily the same. Provide the
students with several examples. (The teen dance has the music playing loudly;
one person loves the song and gets excited about being able to dance. Someone
else may not be familiar with the song, and be feeling very self-conscious and
hoping not to be asked to dance.)
Discuss that we refer to people who are able to find the best in difficult situations
as optimists, and the people who constantly focus on the negative elements of a
situation as pessimists.
Have the students refer to the chart completed in the Opener. Ask them to
choose one of the activities listed on the chart for which they had a (–) negative
thought or feeling. Ask them to envision an alternate way of perceiving the
situation. What could be a positive outcome of the activity that they have not
considered? What benefit might the situation afford themselves or others that
they did not initially see? They should turn to a partner and share this information.
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Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: exchanges information, follows
or gives detailed multi-step instructions; participates in routine discussions
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts, emotions, ideas and opinions:
moderate range of subject matter, language is factual and abstract, moderate range of
• general and context specific vocabulary
Elements of Working with Others 2: Working with A Partner, (share information with partner)
• Able to work cooperatively and coordinate and integrate work with one other person
• Responsible for interacting with one other person

Activity 1 – Let’s Be Positive
Discuss that attitudes can be either positive or negative. Healthy positive
attitudes are those that are realistic and optimistic – they are hopeful. Negative
attitudes may be either realistic or unrealistic appraisals of a situation, and are
pessimistic – without hope. A person’s attitude is often influenced by a person’s
values.
Discuss that we can choose our attitude towards events and people. The same
event or person can be perceived in various ways. Hand the students the Let’s
Be Positive scenarios found at the end of this unit. Ask the students to fill in the
information and add two scenarios of their own. Have the students share their
responses with a friend and discuss their two personal scenarios.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts, emotions, ideas and opinions,
moderate range of subject matter, language is factual and abstract, moderate range of
general and context specific vocabulary
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a work
plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others
Elements of Working with Others 3: Working with A Partner, (share information with partner)
• Able to work cooperatively and coordinate and integrate work with one other person
• Responsible for interacting with one other person

Activity 2 – Negative and Positive Comments
Divide your class in half. Working in small groups, have one half of the class work
on negative vocabulary and the other on positive vocabulary you might hear in a
group working together. Distribute chart paper for them to record their
vocabulary.
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Have all the small groups working on negative vocabulary get together and share
their lists. Choose one of the lists that contains all the information and post it in
the display area. Have the other half do the same with positive vocabulary. When
everyone is finished, go over both lists and add any more vocabulary that comes
to mind. Discuss the impact of attitude on a group working together.
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others Level 4: Working with a Team/Group, all indicators have been met:
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• in a group, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes work/task on
time
• works inclusively using own and each group member’s skills to improve quality of work
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Activity 3 – Inuit Values
Use the same small groups as in the last activity and hand out the sets of Inuit
values cards. Ask students to categorize those that support or promote having a
positive attitude. Have two small groups join together and share their categories.
Discuss with the class anything that students would like to share regarding the
connection between values and attitudes.
Summarize the Activities. At what level of group work is a positive attitude
important? In which component of group work is a positive attitude important?
How do the values integrate with the levels and components of Working with
Others?
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: exchanges information,
coordinates work with several others
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts, emotions, ideas and opinions,
moderate range of subject matter, language is factual and abstract, moderate range of
general and context specific vocabulary
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time
Working with Others Level 4: Working with a Team/Group, all indicators have been met:
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• in a group, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes work/task on
time
• works inclusively using own and each group member’s skills to improve quality of work
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Reflections
Content – Explain in your own words how your values have an impact on how
you work and communicate (orally) with others. Name three values that you think
are key in helping individuals improve these Essential Skills.
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Collaborative – Why is a positive attitude helpful in a group setting? How do you
see positive attitude demonstrated? You may want to think about personal
presentation and body language.
Personal – Do you have a positive attitude in most situations? How can you work
at/continue to be a positive person? How does this help you in relation to working
and communicating with others?
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Follow-Up – Scenarios
Have the students form groups of five. Hand each group the scenario cards you
will find at the end of the unit. Have students find a picture online or in print to
represent the character described in the scenario card. Have the students take
turns reading and creating both a positive and negative response to each
situation and exploring the possible outcomes for each. Create a script using
positive and negative responses to accompany the photo. Ask the groups to join
with another group and share their script in a role-play.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: exchanges information,
coordinates work with several others
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts, emotions, ideas and opinions:
moderate range of subject matter, language is factual and abstract, moderate range of
general and context specific vocabulary
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time; uses a range of formats and
styles (role playing)
Working with Others 4: Working with A Team, all indicators have been met
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• in a group, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes work/task on
time
• works inclusively using own and each group member’s skills to improve quality of work
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Classroom Reinforcement
We become what we think about.
Ralph Waldo Emerson
A man’s life is what he thinks about all day.
Marcus Aurelius (Roman Emperor)
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As a person thinks in his heart, so is he.
The Bible
Post the quotes around the room. Have the students write their own quote to
convey the power of positive thinking. Do the personal mailbox activity.
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Accommodating Diversity
You may want to discuss that having a positive attitude is about believing that we
have control over our responses. Attitudes are one part of a healthy lifestyle.
However, feelings and thoughts are not always adequate in dealing with harmful
situations.
To reinforce the Connector activity, have students create a poster that illustrates
positive attitudes or design masks that convey positive or negative attitude.
Omit Activity 2 if your students already demonstrate an awareness of negative
and positive vocabulary and its impact on a working group.
Role-playing may be intimidating for some students. You may want to allow those
students who are uncomfortable to discuss or write a response for the scenarios
in the Follow-Up instead of role-playing.
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Assessment
Student – Fill in the Developing Essential Skills chart for any group activity in this
unit; ask someone who did the activity with you to check what you have said and
provide any more feedback you might want to include. Use a happy face or a sad
face if that is better for you than writing. Complete the Participation Checklist or
Unit Self-Assessment.
Teacher – Comment on the positive attitudes that you notice during this unit and
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how they contribute to accomplishing group work. Collect the Developing
Essential Skills chart to ascertain how students assess themselves in relation to
the Essential Skills involved in group work. Begin looking for evidence of students
demonstrating skills related to Working with Others.
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Attitude Counts
Activity

Feeling

Thought

Attitude:
+ or -

Partner’s
Opinion

washing dishes
watching movies
babysitting
camping
fishing
doing homework
(student choice)
(student choice)
(student choice)
(student choice)
(student choice)
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Working with Others
Working with Others covers four types of work contexts: working alone, working
independently, working jointly with a partner and working as member of a team
Working with Others looks at four dimensions or indicators of the skill:
• Ability to coordinate work with others
• Range direction/supervision needed to complete work on time
• Meeting standards of quality
• Personal responsibility for interacting with other
Each of the four types of work context is defined with reference to the four dimensions.
Working with Others
1. Working
Alone
Indicators

2. Working
Independently
Indicators

3. Working with a
Partner
Indicators

4. Working with a
Team/Group
Indicators

Able to work on alone
and coordinate work
with others IF
required

Able to work
independently and
coordinate work with
others AS required

Able to work
cooperatively and
coordinate and
integrate work with
one other person

Able to work
cooperatively and
coordinate work with
a team of people

Works well without
direction; organizes
and completes own
work on time

Works well with
minimum direction;
organizes and
completes own work
given a work plan and
timeline

With a partner, gives
or receives directions,
effectively organizes
and completes work
on time

In a group, gives or
receives directions,
effectively organizes
and completes work
on time

Reviews and monitors Reviews and monitors
own quality of work to own work in order to
meet required
meet given standards
standards

Works inclusively
using own and
partner’s skills to
improve quality of
work

Works inclusively
using own and each
group member’s skills
to improve quality of
work

Minimally responsible
for interaction with
others

Responsible for
interacting with one
other person

Responsible for
interacting with a
number of people

Responsible for self
when interacting with
others
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Let’s Be Positive
Scenario

NEGATIVE ATTITUDE

POSITIVE ATTITUDE

- Feeling

+ Feeling

- Thought

+ Thought

Your pants rip in
class.

Your teacher said
you did a good
job.

The Internet is
down again.
You look over at
friends in the hall
and see them
laughing.
You get a parttime job.

Your skidoo
breaks down.
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Role Playing Scenarios

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Card #1
Characters
Friend having a party
Someone who wants to go to the party
A good friend is having a party. You have not been invited.
What could you say?
What could you do?
Possible outcomes?
Think of a set of possible positive responses.
What could you say?
What could you do?
Possible outcomes?

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Card #2
Characters
Teacher
Student
Your teacher gives you a C on your essay. You worked hard and think you deserve a
better mark.
What could you say?
What could you do?
Possible outcomes?
Think of a set of possible positive responses.
What could you say?
What could you do?
Possible outcomes?

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_
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_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Card #3
Characters
Student wanting a job
Manager
You bring in an application form for a summer job. The manager tells you that they have
filled the position and are not hiring.
What could you say?
What could you do?
Possible outcomes?
Think of a set of possible positive responses.
What could you say?
What could you do?
Possible outcomes?

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Card #4
Characters
CD borrower
Friend
You borrowed a friend’s runners. You accidentally lost one. You do not have the money
to buy another pair right now.
What could you say?
What could you do?
Possible outcomes?
Think of a set of possible positive responses.
What could you say?
What could you do?
Possible outcomes?

_
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_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_
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_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Card #5
Characters
Summer student at Hamlet Office
Senior Administrative Officer (SAO)
The SAO has asked you to type up the minutes from a Council meeting. You don’t know
how to do this.
What could you say?
What could you do?
Possible outcomes?
Think of a set of possible positive responses.
What could you say?
What could you do?
Possible outcomes?

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Card #6
Characters
Part-time cashier at Northern
Store Manager
You are having a problem entering a sale item into the cash register and there is a long
line-up of people. In front of the customers, the Manager is acting like you are quite
incompetent.
What could you say?
What could you do?
Possible outcomes?
Think of a set of possible positive responses.
What could you say?
What could you do?
Possible outcomes?

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_
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_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Card #7
Characters
High school student
Your cousin
You and your cousin have gone out caribou hunting. You want to shoot a caribou for
your family. Your rifle sticks and your cousin shoots the caribou.
What could you say?
What could you do?
Possible outcomes?
Think of a set of possible positive responses.
What could you say?
What could you do?
Possible outcomes?

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Card #8
Characters
High school student
Girl/Boyfriend
You are late getting to the teen dance at the gym. You look around for your girl/boyfriend
and you see him/her talking to another girl/boy in the hall.
What could you say?
What could you do?
Possible outcomes?
Think of a set of possible positive responses.
What could you say?
What could you do?
Possible outcomes?

_
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_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_
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_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Card #9
Characters
Hockey player
Team trying to win the championship
You have a great shot and you miss it.
What could you say?
What could you do?
Possible outcomes?
Think of a set of possible positive responses.
What could you say?
What could you do?
Possible outcomes?

_

_

_

_

_

_

_
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Developing Essential Skills – Self-Assessment
Activity _______________________________________
Essential Skill

Comments (self or peer)

Working with Others
How did I coordinate my work with the work
of the others in the group?
Did I give directions to and receive
directions from my group members for
working together?
Did I work with the group to make sure we
completed the task on time?
Did I make decisions cooperatively and
settle differences respectfully with my team
members?
Did I work with all group members in order
to make sure we did quality work?
Did I take responsibility for interacting and
participating with my group?
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Unit 5: Giving and Receiving Instructions
Learning Competency
Students will use a variety of strategies to give and receive instructions by:
• developing clear questions
• using active listening and reading to follow directions.
Language Development – Placemat Activity 6
This activity allows students to reflect on ideas and formulate a critical
response. It encourages students to explore an issue/idea/option. Students are
required to think of and record both positive and negative results of the issue
under question. Students are divided into groups of three or four for the activity.
Each group is given a sheet of paper. In the center of the placemat, they record
the issue under consideration. Around the issue, they divide the sheet of paper
into three more sections: plus, minus, interesting.
Each group has their own placemat. Students begin by writing in the section of
the placemat that is in front of them. They then rotate the placemat. This
continues until all the sections (plus, minus, something interesting) have been
filled in. Continue until each group member has contributed to each section on
each placemat or until ideas are exhausted.
Closure to the activity could include students regrouping to form new groups
and sharing the major strengths, weaknesses and interesting points their group
considered.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: exchanges/discusses
information,
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts, emotions, ideas and opinions;
moderate range of subject matter, language is factual and abstract, moderate range
of general and context-specific vocabulary
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time;
Working with Others Level 4: Working with a Team/Group, all indicators have been met:
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• in a group, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes work/task
on time
• works inclusively using own and each group member’s skills to improve quality of
work
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Materials
Provide copies of Developing Essential Skills for each student.
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Opener – Following Instructions
Inform the students that you have a simple task for them. They will need to find
a partner. Distribute the M.A.R.S. Aerial Reconnaissance Simulation 7
instructions found at the end of this unit. Have the students work with a partner.
The aim is to follow the instructions and create a paper airplane. The partners
are to take turns reading the instructions to each other and seeing if they can
follow instructions sufficiently enough to complete the paper airplane.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges:, follows and/or gives detailed
multi-step instructions
Working with Others Level 3: Working with a Partner, all indicators have been met:
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate and integrate work with one other person
• with a partner, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes
work/task on time
• works inclusively using own and partner’s skills to improve quality of work
• responsible for interacting with one other person

Debrief by discussing if the activity was actually simple. What parts were
easiest? Which were the most difficult? Why is clear communication so
important? Can you think of other examples of where providing a clear example
is vital? Home, School? Community? Specific situations?
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity: (group discussion)
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges:, participates in routine
discussion
• Content: uses language that is factual or concret and abstract
Elements of Working with Others Level 4: Working with a Team/Group, the following
indicators have been met:
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Connector 1 – What is the Task, How Do I Learn?
Inform the students that you have a simple task for them. Tell the class you are
going to give them some instructions.
Ask the students to think about something they have learned from their parents
or an older respected adult in their life and then turn to a neighbor and share
this information. What was it they were taught? And how was it taught?
Ask them to turn to their neighbor and repeat the two parts of their task, before
they begin formulating a response. (The first part is to think about something
they learned. The second part is to turn to a neighbor and share this
information.)
Once they have stated what has been asked of them, allow them a few minutes
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of think time. Then ask them to share their responses with a partner.
Discuss that when they are asked to do something at home, at work, by a
friend, the first thing they need to do is make sure they know what has been
requested. Ask the students to think of possible strategies, had they not
understood what was asked of them. For example, ask the person who made
the request to repeat what they would like or ask someone else who heard the
request to tell you what he or she understood.
Ask the students to think about some skill they have learned in school. What
was it? And how was it taught? Have the students share this information with a
friend. Ask each student to take a minute and think about what information he or
she is being asked to share. They should turn to their neighbor and repeat the
two parts to the question being asked of them.
Post up a large piece of chart paper. The chart should not be visible to the
class, but should allow you to record the students’ responses. Create two
columns – Home and School. Regroup the class. Have each student, in a brief
sentence or two, tell what and how they learned something from a respected
adult at home. They should do this for school as well. Record the words used by
the students to describe how the learning was transmitted. For example, if a
student replies that her mother taught her how to sew, focus on how the
learning occurred. Did her mother, “show”, “explain”, “tell” her what to do,
“demonstrate”, give her instructions to “read?” You would record this in the
Home column.
Display the chart. Do the how words recorded on the chart seem to indicate that
home learning is any different from school learning? (This may or may not be
the case. Do not try and make the information fit.)
Have students turn to a partner and discuss whether they notice a difference
between home teaching and school teaching. For example is the person in the
teaching role acting as the expert or as a facilitator. Learners in the home might
hear comments such as, “my mother did it this way and it seems to work for
me”, implying that there may well be other ways of doing it. Ways of teaching
and learning vary with the context.
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Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: exchanges/discusses
information,
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts, emotions, ideas and opinions;
moderate range of subject matter, language is factual and abstract, moderate range of
general and context-specific vocabulary
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time
Elements of Working with Others 3: Working with A Partner,
• responsible for interacting with one other person
Elements of Working with Others Level 4: Working with a Team/Group, the following
indicators have been met: (Large group discussion)
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Connector 2 – More than One Way to Learn
Inuit parents believed that if they acted in anger, the child would turn away
and act with anger. If they spoke with respect, the child would learn
respect. We did not ask questions. To ask a question was considered rude.
We waited to find things out. We learned by being quiet and watching. This
is true even as adults.
Simon Tookoome 8
Read the above quote. You may want to have it written on a piece of chart
paper and displayed in a visible spot in the classroom. The implication is that
Inuit children learned by observing. Did the words on the chart from the Opener
indicate this kind of learning and teaching in the home? If not, why do you think
there has been a shift since Tookoome wrote his book? Are the skills being
taught today different than they were before? If the skills are the same, what
strengths does this way of learning foster?
Ask students to work with one or two others to jot down a list of reasons why
teaching and learning by observing was well suited to life when Tookoome was
a child. (Parents and children spent a lot of time together. Children had the
opportunity to observe a specific skill many times before they were expected to
attempt it. Children had to be visually astute and vigilant. Asking questions
revealed that they were not alert. Instruction took place indirectly.) Share ideas
with the class.
Have students in their small group jot down how learning at school or work is
different from the type of learning described by Tookoome. (These
environments necessitate that they ask questions. Asking questions allows
them to dig deeper into a concept or idea and it allows them to make sure they
understand what has been requested. Instruction is often direct – explaining,
telling, reading, “this is the way we …” – and students are expected to ensure
they understand what is required.)
Placemat Activity
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Have half the class complete a placemat activity with the following heading:
Observing to Learn – No Questions Asked
Have the other half of the class complete a placemat activity with the following
heading:
Being Told To Learn – Asking Questions
After the placemats are completed have the students reform new groups of four.
Each group should consist of two students from the Observing to Learn part of
the class and the other two from the Being Told part of the class. The new
groups should share the observations and ideas from their initial group. They
should then summarize the information, choosing the key points for the plus and
minus categories.
How might it be possible to make sense of these two different ways of learning
and make the most of both? Is there a way to think about the two ways of
learning so that they complement each other?
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: exchanges/discusses
information,summarizing information , coordinates work with several others
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts, emotions, ideas and opinions;
moderate range of subject matter, language is factual and abstract, moderate range of
general and context specific vocabulary
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time
Working with Others 3: Working with A Partner, all indicators have been met
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate and integrate work with one other person
• with a partner, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes
work/task on time
• works inclusively using own and partner’s skills to improve quality of work
• responsible for interacting with one other person
Working with Others Level 4: Working with a Team/Group, all indicators have been met:
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• in a group, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes work/task
on time
• works inclusively using own and each group member’s skills to improve quality of work
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Activity – Making It Clear
Discuss that teachers and employers expect their students and employees to
give clear instructions and to be able to ask questions to seek clarification if
necessary. Giving clear instructions and asking clear questions are skills that
are strengthened the more often they are used.
Have the students form pairs and rotate through the centers. Provided below
are possible ideas; you may have more of your own ideas. You may do them as
whole class activities or as centers set up around the class. The aim is to have
the students become aware of the precision required to give instructions, and to
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ask questions for clarification.
Possible centres to include:
Person, place, or thing? Questioning
On index cards record a variety of people, places and things. Place these in an
envelope. Have the students take turns trying to figure out what is written on the
index card by asking only yes or no questions of a partner. Ensure that a range
is included in each category. For example, places could include, a local lake,
community hall, in a backpack, the bathroom, or the post office.
Person, Place or Thing? Telling
On index cards record a variety of famous people, movie titles, places, things,
song titles, pretty much anything. Students should be familiar with the words
written on the card. You will need lots of cards for this activity. Students could
probably suggest topics. Store these in several envelopes. (You could also use
Pictionary cards as long as they are appropriate for your class.)
A student selects a card and gives hints to the group in an attempt to solicit the
word on the card. They may not use sounds or actions only words. As well, they
may not use any part of the word written on the card in their hint giving. For
example, to describe doghouse, the student could say, It is a place where an
animal lives. They could not say, It is a house for an animal. or A dog lives
there. (This could also be a class activity: Divide students into teams of four and
have a class challenge. A student is selected to give hints to her or his group in
an attempt to solicit the word on the card. Use a minute timer, one minute per
round. The number of correct guesses is the score for that round. Play then
passes to the next team. Allow the teams to play several rounds.)
Where Are We Going?
Have students think of a destination in the school and write the steps to take to
arrive. Students hand their instructions to a partner and see where they end up.
Shape Drawing
On blank sheets of paper, have the students draw a simple shape or figure.
Students should keep their drawing hidden from their classmates. Collect the
papers, shuffle and distribute them to the students. Have the class form pairs.
Instruct the students that their job is to have their partner draw what is on their
paper. They must not let their partner see the shape or figure and must not tell
them what it is. The pairs are to take turns giving each other verbal instructions.
Which centre did you find the easiest? Why do you think this was the case?
Which did you find the most difficult? Why do you think this was the case?
Think of a real life example where the ability to ask good questions or give clear
instructions would be very important.
With the class, make a list of the jobs available in the community. Have
students priorize the jobs according to the importance of asking good questions
or giving clear instructions.
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Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: exchanges information,
;participate in routine discussions
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts, emotions, ideas and opinions,
moderate range of subject matter, language is factual and abstract, moderate range of
general and context specific vocabulary
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time; Working with Others 3:
Working with A Partner, all indicators have been met
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate and integrate work with one other person
• with a partner, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes
work/task on time
• works inclusively using own and partner’s skills to improve quality of work
• responsible for interacting with one other person
Elements of Working with Others Level 4: Working with a Team/Group, the following
indicators have been met: (making list of jobs, etc)
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Reflections
Content – How have the things you’ve learned at home, in your community and
in your culture helped you at home or at work? How do you make sure you are
clear in giving instructions?
How can you ensure that you understand what has been asked?
Collaborative – What behaviors make working with a partner enjoyable?
What behaviors make working with a partner difficult?
Personal – Do you think the above quote reflects how Inuit learn today? In
what way did/does this way of learning connect the generations?
How might watching to learn play a part in the respect of adults and elders?
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Follow-Up – Making Yourself Clear
Use one of the following, or your own example, to illustrate what can happen
when individuals are not clear about giving or receiving instructions.
There is an ancient Greek tale that tells of a king about to wage war with an
enemy. He consulted an oracle (prophet) to learn the outcome of battle. Her
response was that a great kingdom would fall. The king, thrilled with the news,
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went confidently to war. He lost the battle and lost his life in the process. A
great kingdom had fallen; his own!
There is an Abbott and Costello clip, “Who’s on First?”, which humorously
illustrates the mayhem that ensues when information is not clearly given or
received. The script is available at http://www.baseballalmanac.com/humor4.shtml .
A supervisor walks out into a crowded office with lots of busy workers around.
He puts a package on the front desk and says aloud to no one in particular, “I
need this package sent out!” At the end of the day he walks out of his office and
the package is still sitting on the front desk. He says in an annoyed tone, “Why
didn’t this package get sent out?” People just keep working or look at him and
shrug.
Create a T-chart with the title, Clear Questions and Instructions. Create two
columns: Look Like and Sound Like. If you are able to locate the Abbott and
Costello clip you may want to first create a T-Chart for what Clear Questions
and Instructions Do NOT Look like.
Break students into four groups. Using the T-Chart, have each group determine
how the look like and sound like would change if the participants were working
at the Health Centre, at the Daycare, at the Co-Op and at the RCMP. If your
class is large, increase the number of workplaces.
The list should indicate that clear instructions involve a sequence and they
provide sufficient detail and information for someone to follow. Comment on the
words that are used in asking questions, the value of making a list of questions
rather than asking one at a time when you are learning something new in a job.
You may want to add ideas as the module progresses.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: exchanges/discusses
information
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts, emotions, ideas and/or opinions;
moderate range of subject matter, language is factual and abstract, Context:
communicates with one or more people at a time
Working with Others 4: Working with A Team, all indicators have been met:
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• in a group, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes work/task
on time
• works inclusively using own and each group member’s skills to improve quality of work
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Classroom Reinforcement
Post the T-Chart created in the Follow Up in a visible spot in the classroom.
Hand each student a small slip of paper. Invite the students to think about a
value they are thankful Inuit tradition has passed on to them. Ask the students
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to record this in someway on the slip of paper. They may use words, symbols,
phrases, or song lyrics to convey their ideas. Post these around the Simon
Tookoome quote. Post the placemats. Do the personal mailbox activity.
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Accommodating Diversity
For students who have difficulty with writing, you may want to pair them with a
strong writer to act as a scribe during the Placemat activity.
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Elements of Working with Others Level 3: Working with a Partner,
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate and integrate work with one other person
• responsible for interacting with one other person

Assessment
Student – Fill in the Developing Essential Skills chart for any activity in this unit;
ask someone who did the activity with you to check what you have said and
provide any more feedback you might want to include. Use a happy face or a
sad face if that is better for you than writing. Complete the Participation
Checklist or Unit Self-Assessment.
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Teacher – Comment on the positive attitudes that you notice during this unit
and how they contribute to accomplishing group work. Look for evidence for the
Working with Others tracking forms for individual students.
Comment when you hear students asking for clarification or responding to
someone’s questions. Interrupt group activities when there is an opportunity to
demonstrate how someone could obtain or provide clarification. Collect journals
and respond, if appropriate, to students’ reflections.
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Placemat Activity 9
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Developing Essential Skills – Self-Assessment
Activity _______________________________________
Essential Skill

Comments (self or peer)

Working with Others
How did I coordinate my work with the work
of the others in the group?
Did I give directions to and receive
directions from my group members for
working together?
Did I work with the group to make sure we
completed the task on time?
Did I make decisions cooperatively and
settle differences respectfully with my team
members?
Did I work with all group members in order
to make sure we did quality work?
Did I take responsibility for interacting and
participating with my group?
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Unit 6: Small Talk
Learning Competency
Students will practise conversational techniques by:
• participating appropriately in small talk following a given format
• accessing information from the community to create original text (posters on
small talk).
Language Development Guest Speakers
Guest speakers can provide a valuable additional resource for your students’
learning. In order to make sure that the time is most wisely spent you should
make sure the following guidelines are considered:
•
Brief the speaker about what you have been studying, learning, considering
as a class.
•
Clearly state your expectations about when to come, how long you would like
them to speak and what you would like them to speak about. Do this well in
advance so they have time to craft their response.
•
Prepare your students. State your expectations.
•
Have a student prepared to introduce the guest and another to thank the
guest.
•
Have a few students prepped with thoughtful questions to ask the guest
speaker.
Materials
Photocopy the Small Talkers sheet, cut and paste each topic onto an index card
or re-type the list on the computer, print off sufficient copies on heavier paper and
use a cutter to make several sets. You will need to make enough sets so that
each group has their own set.
Provide copies of the Developing Essential Skills assessment for each student.
Background
In this unit, small talk will refer to informal conversations between people in a
variety of settings. The topics of these conversations are non-threatening and
disclosure level is minimal. They are pleasant conversations where the
participants seek to find commonalities in a variety of topic areas.
Inuit Values: Elders
Elders deserve respect.
Elders have lived a long time and have many stories to tell.
Visiting elders is important for children and young people to do.
Inuuqatigiit, page 47
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Opener – Small Talkers Game
Divide students into small groups and hand each group a stack of the Small
Talker cards. Students are to sit in a circle and place the cards face down in the
centre. Play begins with one student turning over the top card and making an
appropriate small talk comment on the topic within 10 seconds. Comments need
not be long, a sentence or two will suffice. If they are unable, the next student in
the group has an opportunity, as well as the next turn. Once the group has
finished, have them make a list of the best practices for small talk that they have
observed in this game. Compile a group list of best practices. What are some
topics that are not considered small talk?
Play this game several times during the module to give students practice.
Students should add topics of their own as well that are relevant to their context.
Discuss that in conversations there is a flow between people. One person offers
information and another responds based on what was offered. Sometimes the
links or connection points are more difficult than others.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Elements of Working with Others 3: Working with A Partner, all indicators have been met
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate and integrate work with one other person
• responsible for interacting with one other person

Connector – Small Talk
Ask your students to think a moment about the meaning of the term, small talk.
Have them share their ideas with a partner. Discuss with the class the meaning of
small talk. What is it? What is it about? When does it happen? Why is it
important?
Discuss that being able to make small talk is a valued skill and beneficial in many
settings. Small talk is not about selecting boring or safe subjects such as the
weather or just jabbering to fill quiet air space. Small talk can and should be
thoughtful and enjoyable for all participating. We all know people whom we have
met who quickly make us comfortable and we find ourselves enjoying casual
encounters with them. These people are usually good ‘small talkers.’ Small talk
creates a positive atmosphere, provides transitional time for activities, builds a
sense of connection, allows people to get to know each other in a nonthreatening way, and often is a launching point for developing friendships and
deeper conversations.
Read out the following scenarios and have the class vote on whether they think
the conversation is a small talk conversation or not.
• a sermon in church (no)
• two people chatting in line at a store (yes)
• listening to your mom and dad’s reasons for not letting you go to a party
(no)
• asking a friend about a television show on last night (yes)
• discussing an interesting community event with your boss (yes)
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•
•
•

talking on the phone with a friend who is upset about a fight with another
friend (no)
arguing about who should babysit a younger sibling (no)
talking with your teacher as you leave the class about your plans for the
evening (yes)

Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Elements of Oral Communication Level 1: the following indicator has been met
• takes part in simple exchange
Elements of Working with Others Level 4: Working with a Team/Group, the following
indicators have been met: (group discussion and vote)
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Elder Visit
Invite an Elder or respected community member to come and speak to the class.
Ask the speaker to discuss the cultural expectations in communication between
people in various relationships. For example: How is a daughter-in-law expected
to communicate with her father-in-law? How are children expected to engage with
adults? Peers? Elders? Authority figures in a culturally sensitive way? How might
elders perceive ‘small talk’? Have these expectations changed over time?
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been addressed (listening/understanding
Elders presentation indicator has been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: (depending on the activity- much of this is listening)
potentially includes
• takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: for example, giving formal greetings
(introducing guest speaker formally to class), inviting the guest speaker
• Content: understands moderate range of subject matter

Activity – Tips for Small Talk
Hand out or post the Tips for Small Talk and go through them with the class.
Add your students’ version of small talk in the blank voice bubbles
Following the Tips for Small Talk, have students create their own responses to
the following scenarios. Students could write them out, act them out in front of
the class or in small groups.
• You are attending a youth meeting in another community. You don’t know
the person who is sitting beside you at the table.
• Your church has a guest speaker. You meet her after the service as you
are leaving the building.
• You are at the store and run into an old teacher whom you haven’t spoken
to in a while.
• You are standing in line at the airport. You know the person in front of you
well.
• The store is quiet and your boss joins you behind the counter at work.
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•
•

You are working at KFC and someone new in town comes to place an
order.
You are on an exchange trip and have just been introduced to the student
where you will be billeted.

Hand out small pieces of paper to pairs or triads of students. Have the students
develop and write down their own scenarios when they think small talk would be
appropriate or necessary. Collect the cards and re-distribute. Have each pair or
triad develop a script for the small talk appropriate to their scenario.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity: (if they act out or practice small talk in small
groups)
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators addressed
Working with Others 3 Working with A Partner – all indicators addressed
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate and integrate work with one other person
• with a partner, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes
work/task on time
• works inclusively using own and partner’s skills to improve quality of work
• responsible for interacting with one other person
OR if in small groups
Working with a Others 4: Working with a Team/Group, all indicators have been met
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• in a group, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes work/task
on time
• works inclusively using own and each group member’s skills to improve quality of work

Reflections
Content – What is small talk? What makes for interesting small talk?
In what workplaces would it be especially important to know how to engage in
small talk? When is small talk inappropriate?
Collaborative – How did you feel during group activities?
What did you do to make group work productive?
Personal – On a scale of 1 to 10 rate your ability to small talk. Refer back to the
list created in the Activity. Which points are hardest for you? Which are easiest?
How could you become a better small talker?
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others
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Follow-Up – Tips for Small Talkers
Discuss that people who engage well in small talk simply have responses or
questions to topics that generate interest and conversation. Brainstorm a list of
possible small talk topics (movies, music, current events, community events).
Make a list of places in the community where small talk is likely to occur. Have
students go in pairs to one of these places to observe and listen to small talk.
As a class, discuss the results of their observations. In small groups, have
students create a poster demonstrating when small talk is appropriate using the
word bubbles from Activity - Tips for Small Talk.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in routine discussions; coordinates work with several others
• Content: moderate range of subject matter; language is factual or concrete and abstract
• Context: communicates with one or more people in less predictable situation;
Elements of Working with Others Level 3: Working with a Partner, (visiting businesses)
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate and integrate work with one other person
• responsible for interacting with one other person
Working with Others 4: Working with a Team/Group, all indicators have been met (making
list of best practices of small talk)
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• in a group, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes work/task
on time
• works inclusively using own and each group member’s skills to improve quality of work
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Classroom Reinforcement
Post the Tips for Small Talk in a visible spot in the classroom. Have a student
make an attractive poster of the following poem.
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity: (student who makes poster of poem)
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

People 10
Some people talk and talk
and never say a thing.
Some people look at you
And birds begin to sing.
Some people laugh and laugh
and yet you want to cry.
Some people touch your hand
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and music fills the sky.
By Charlotte Zolotow
Do the personal mailbox activity.
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity: (student who makes poster of poem)
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Accommodating Diversity
You may provide dictionaries for the Opener. The only stipulation is that the
students know the words they choose to include. Or you may have the Opener
be to create a picture. One student begins by drawing a shape or line and the
partner responds by adding to the drawing. They continue back and forth,
without talking until they both agree that the picture is completed.
In the activity you may want the students to create multiple possible responses
for each scenario.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Elements of Working with Others Level 3: Working with a Partner, (visiting businesses)
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate and integrate work with one other person
• responsible for interacting with one other person

Assessment
Student – Ask a member of your group to fill in the Developing Essential Skills
chart for the activity assigned by the teacher and store in portfolio. Work on
journal and portfolio and sign up for another conference with the teacher.
Prepare to discuss any concerns you have about this module during the
conference. Complete the Participation Checklist or Unit Self-Assessment.
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Teacher – Have students complete a Developing Essential Skills assessment
for one of the group activities in this unit; this will be for a peer assessment.
Continue looking for evidence of students developing skills related to Working
with Others.
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Post a sign-up sheet for a portfolio and journal conference. During the
conference discuss and complete the Module Tracking Form for each student
related to Working with Others. Discuss as well each individual’s Developing
Essential Skills charts related to their ability to work in a group.
Comment on the use of small talk when you hear it or when you hear a
particularly useful example.
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Tips for Small Talk
Greet
This may be in the form of a verbal statement, or a physical acknowledgement such as a
nod, smile, or eye contact. *
“Good to see you!’ “Hi!” “Hello” “Missed you at the game the other day.” “Hey Paul!”
Hi!
Good to
see you!
Good
morning.

Missed
you at the
gym last
night.

Hey, Paul!

Comment
Ask a question, comment on a shared event, or common interest. The environment often
is a great starting point. If you met someone at a hockey game you can be pretty sure
‘hockey’ could be the start of a conversation.

How’s work
going?

What did you
think about that
last penalty?
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What an
awesome
jacket. Who
made it?
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Listen and Look
After asking a question, listen and make sure you face the person as they are speaking
and make a bit of eye contact. Do not think about how you are going to respond. Pay
attention to what you are hearing.

Respond and Ask
Acknowledge what has been said. Affirm that you have been listening.

You work that
many hours?
How do you
stay awake at
school?
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I agree. I don’t think he
deserved a penalty.
Wonder what the coach
was feeling.

Cool. She
really does a
great job.
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Exit
End the conversation, don’t just walk away.

Well, gotta get
going. Good luck
with your job.

I better get back to
the game. Catch
you later.
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Good talking to
you. Tell Meeka
I want a jacket
like that too!
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Small Talkers

Any Sport

Any Trip

Any Movie

Current Community Event

Favorite Food

Weekend Plans

Something Interesting You Heard

Flight Experiences
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Developing Essential Skills – Peer Assessment
Activity _______________________________________
Essential Skill

Comments (self or peer)

Working with Others
How did I coordinate my work with the work
of the others in the group?
Did I give directions to and receive
directions from my group members for
working together?
Did I work with the group to make sure we
completed the task on time?
Did I make decisions cooperatively and
settle differences respectfully with my team
members?
Did I work with all group members in order
to make sure we did quality work?
Did I take responsibility for interacting and
participating with my group?
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Unit 7: Dealing With Difficult Situations
Learning Competency
Students will discuss, examine and reflect on conflict management and coping
strategies by:
• responding personally to conflict
• managing personal emotions.
Language Development – Role Play
In a role-play we ask the students to act out a scenario. Typically it builds skills
in a certain area. In this unit, students are to role-play conflict management
strategies.
pet peeves: those behaviors that bother us whenever we encounter them. They
are not serious behaviour deficits or problems, but for whatever reason they
cause annoyance, for example, someone always borrowing your things and not
returning them
Materials
Provide copies Conflict Survey
Copies of Staying on Top of Conflict
Chart paper and marker
Masking tape
Background
Inuit Value: Elders
Elders’ advice and counseling have a purpose: to guide and direct younger
people for a better way of living. (Inuuqatigiit, page 47)
Opener – Pet Peeves
Discuss pet peeves. Brainstorm words or phrases synonymous with ‘peeved’
(annoyed, bugged, bothered, aggravated, getting on my nerves, driving me
crazy). Ask students to jot down their top 10 pet peeves. Have them form
groups of five. Each group should gather and shuffle the papers on which the
members have recorded their pet peeves. Ask the groups to read through the
papers and guess whom the peeves reveal. All guesses should be noted
directly on to each paper. Inform the groups that they should only disclose to
whom the paper really belongs after all have been read and guesses recorded.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
• Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: takes part in routine
discussions
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts, emotions, ideas and/or opinions;
moderate range of subject matter, language is factual and abstract
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•

Context: communicates with one or more people at a time; uses a range of formats and
styles (brainstorming)

Elements of Working with Others 4: Working with a Team,
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Connector Defining Conflict
Give students five minutes to work with a partner to develop a definition of
conflict. Share ideas with the whole class to develop a class definition. [Conflict
is the presence of two opposing ideas or needs. We can be in conflict with
ourselves or in conflict with other people.]
Brainstorm different types of conflict for youth, for example, girlfriend/boyfriend
problems, skidoo breaking down, someone gossiping about you. List each
example on a piece of chart paper. Post the chart papers around the room.
Have students form small groups and give each group a set of the values cards
and a length of masking tape. They should walk around the room from poster to
poster and tape the appropriate value for dealing with the conflict.
Each group should then choose one example from those brainstormed above
and write the title on the top of a sheet of chart paper and set up the chart paper
as a T chart: good ways to deal with the example of conflict and bad ways to
deal with it.
Ask students to think about two questions.
Is all conflict serious?
How can conflict be helpful?
After a few moments, have students find one or two other students to share
their thoughts with. When they are finished, have a class discussion on the two
questions.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: exchanges/discusses
information
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts, emotions, ideas and/or opinions;
moderate range of subject matter, language is factual and abstract
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time
Working with Others 4: Working with a Team, all indicators addressed (small group task)
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
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•

in a group, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes work/task
on time
• works inclusively using own and each group member’s skills to improve quality of work
• responsible for interacting with a number of people
Elements of Working with Others 2- Working with a Partners (sharing thoughts)
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate and integrate work with one other person
• with a partner, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes
work/task on time
• works inclusively using own and partner’s skills to improve quality of work
• responsible for interacting with one other person

The pet peeves discussed in the Opener are not serious items of annoyance.
There are however, certain behaviours that really matter and cause us to
respond emotionally. This type of conflict, if not managed carefully, can lead to
negative responses and outcomes. Ask the students to think of behaviors that
tend to elicit an emotional response. When was the last time they were upset?
What makes them angry? Again tell the students that they will not be asked to
share these.
Inform students that they are going to be taking a survey to begin the process of
looking at their reactions to conflict. Hand out the Conflict Survey and allow
students time to complete it.
After students have completed the forms, distribute the analysis guide.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity: (complete Conflict Survey)
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Activity – Dealing with Conflict
Inform the students that they are going to learn three steps to help them deal
with conflict. Remind students that no matter where they found themselves in
the analysis, there is always room for improvement. Being conscious of what
we are doing helps us choose positive responses more decisively.
Ask your students how they react physically to a conflict situation. Note their
comments on the board. Explain how our heart rate increases and adrenalin
rushes through our body. Often it is in this moment that we react, saying and
doing things that are not helpful, for example, crying, yelling, or leaving the
room. Following the steps outlined below allows for a calmer, more positive
response to be formulated. Outline these steps for the students:
Stop —
Take some time before responding. Depending on the situation, it may be as
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brief as a deep breath, or a mental, “Let me think a minute.” Other times it may
mean leaving the situation completely until you feel ready to respond.
Look —
Take a look at the situation and identify what the conflict is about and stick to
the issue.
Make a Move —
Decide how you want to proceed and do so. Decide what you would like to see
happen. If the conflict involves another person you will need to consider their
desires as well.
Ask the students to think about the steps and take an opportunity in the
upcoming week to use the steps. Ask the students to record the experience in
their Reflection Journal.
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity: (using steps and rcording experiences in
Journal)
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Have students create a set of directives to guide the three-step process. They
could produce a pamphlet or poster to display the information.
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity: (if done individually)
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others
Working with Others Level 4: Working with a Team/Group, all indicators have been met: (if
done in small groups)
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• in a group, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes work/task
on time
• works inclusively using own and each group member’s skills to improve quality of work
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

OR
Have the students create an advertisement for the three steps. They may
choose the medium they would like to use. TV commercial, radio jingle,
website, or poster. Students could share this information with a younger class.
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Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: exchanges/discusses
information
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time

Reflections
Content – Think of a career that interests you. Describe a possible conflict that
could arise in that workplace and how you could deal with it in a positive way.
Collaborative – Why is it important to deal positively with conflict when you are
working with others?
Personal – Were you surprised with the results from the Conflict Survey?
Read the story by Mariano Aupilaardjuk. Which wolf do you feed the most? How
do you feed it?
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Follow-Up – Coping with Conflict
Ask the students to think about a situation that causes them to become angry. If
they had to add a scenario to the conflict survey that usually causes them to
react in anger, what would it be? They need not share this information.
As a class, brainstorm a list of ways people manage conflict (begin to cry, yell,
think about the problem, leave the room, talk to a friend, give in). Refer back to
the activity and connect this to step 3, Make a Move. Record these strategies
on a sheet of chart paper. Encourage the students to think of all the ways of
coping they have seen or tried themselves.
Invite an Elder or older person from the community to share Inuit strategies for
maintaining community harmony. Add these strategies to the list for coping with
conflict.
Hand each student a marker and ask the students to mark a + sign on those
ways of managing conflict that are positive, and a – sign on those that are
negative. They should place a * on those strategies which may be positive or
negative depending on the conflict.
Hand each student the Stay on Top of Conflict sheet.
In order to not let our emotions take control of a conflict situation, we need to be
aware of how we usually respond. Ask the students to identify which negative
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strategy they tend to use. Are they attackers or escapers? Have the students
return to the Conflict Survey and envision what they would do in the various
situations. Which negative strategy do they tend to favour?
Have the students select three scenarios from the Conflict Survey to role-play
using three different strategies from the Stay on Top of Conflict sheet. The roleplays need not solve the conflict; they should, however, clearly demonstrate the
strategy selected. Have the pairs join other pairs and guess which Stay on Top
strategy is being demonstrated.
Repeat the activity, but have students develop their own scenarios from
workplace situations where people working in a group run into a conflict. For
example, teachers trying to develop a gym schedule that works for everyone, or
the Hunters and Trappers deciding who should take a group of tourists out on
the land. Encourage students to choose situations relative to careers in which
they have an interest. Several representative members of the community
workforce should be invited to watch the role plays and comment on the conflict
resolution strategies from a workplace perspective. Finally, have the class
compile a list of best practices for conflict resolution in the workplace, such as
respecting and encouraging the ideas of all participants and focusing on the
task and the ideas, not on individuals and personalities. Note that if the
presentation of the scenarios is 10 minutes or longer, this will constitute a Level
2 Oral Communications task.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: exchanges/discusses
information, coordinate work with several others
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts, emotions, ideas and/or opinions;
moderate range of subject matter, language is factual and abstract, moderate range of
general and context specific vocabulary
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time; uses a range of formats
and styles (brainstorming and role playing), deals with minor conflicts, may use body
language to support communication
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met (work
on Conflict Survey)
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others
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Working with Others Level 3: Working with a Partner, all indicators have been met: (creating
and presenting role play)
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate and integrate work with one other person
• with a partner, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes
work/task on time
• works inclusively using own and partner’s skills to improve quality of work
• responsible for interacting with one other person
Elements of Working with Others Level 4: Working with a Team/Group, the following
indicators have been met (plenary work)
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Classroom Reinforcement
Have the students create their own illustrations for Staying on Top of Conflict.
Display these on a class bulletin board or on a school hallway. Do the personal
mailbox activity.
Accommodating Diversity
You may want to read the Conflict Survey questions aloud to the class.
Students could then note the number that reflects their response on a piece of
paper. The material in this unit may be too sensitive for your students and
should be adapted as needed. In the Follow-Up, rather than asking your
students to identify a situation that causes them to become angry, ask them to
describe how their body reacts to conflict.
Assessment
Student – Ask a member of your group to fill in the Developing Essential Skills
chart for the activity assigned by the teacher and store in portfolio. Complete
the Participation Checklist or Unit Self-Assessment.
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Teacher – Assign an activity from the unit for the Developing Essential Skills
assessment; this will be for a peer assessment. Continue looking for evidence
of students developing skills related to Working with Others.
If you notice that dealing with conflict in small group settings is a skill your
students need to practice more, develop more scenarios or have them develop
their own scenarios for further practice.
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Conflict Survey
Name: ________________________________
Date: _______________________
Read the conflict situations below. Check the number that best reflects how angry you
would feel.
1 — I would not be angry at all
2 — I would be a little bit angry
3 — I would be angry
4 — I would be very angry
5 — I would blow up
1

Your girlfriend/boyfriend gets jealous.

2

You hear that a friend is gossiping about you.

3

You accidentally hit someone while you’re playing
sports, and they get mad.

4

Someone borrowed your Honda, and the wheel broke
off.

5

You were out hunting and shot a seal. Someone else
says that they shot it and they take everything.

6

Your brother/sister borrows your sweatshirt without
asking and accidentally tears it.

7

You and your cousin are out hunting. He puts the
wrong kind of ammunition in your gun and breaks it.

8

You’re at a party and someone tells an embarrassing
story about you. You get mad!

9

Your friend was supposed to fill up the skidoo tank,
but way out on the land you run out of gas.

10

You lost your best hat at a teen dance. The next
day you see someone wearing it. When you ask
them to give it back, they say it belongs to them!

1

2

3

4

5

Add up your score
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Conflict Survey Analysis Guide
30-50
You are a walking time bomb. You react very quickly and emotionally. You have probably
lost and damaged a few relationships as a result of how you react to conflict.
30-40
You are trying to keep things under control. You react in anger more often than you
should. You could benefit from some help in this area.
0-30
You keep calm in difficult situations. You are aware and often choose not to let anger get
the best of you.
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Staying on Top of Conflict

Get help
Think of a solution
Talk about it
Identify the problem

Decide if it is really
worth tackling

Deny

Use harsh words
Blame

Gossip
Run away

Fight

Positive ways to deal with conflict:
Talk about it
Get help
Decide if it is really worth tackling
Identify the problem
Think of a solution
Negative ways to deal with conflict:
ATTACK MODE
Fight
Use harsh words
Gossip
ESCAPE MODE
Deny
Blame
Run Away
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Learning about Life 11
Story told by Mariano Aupilardjuk
A wise elder was teaching his grandson about life.
“A fight is going on inside me,” he said to the boy.
“It is a terrible fights, and it is between two wolves.”
“One wolf is evil; he is anger, envy, sorrow, regret, greed, arrogance, self-pity, guilt,
resentment, inferiority, lies, false pride, superiority and ego.”
“The other wolf is good; he is joy, peace, love, hope, serenity, humility, kindness,
benevolence, empathy, generosity, truth, compassion and faith.”
“This same fight is going on inside you, and inside every other person, too.”
The grandson thought for a minute and then asked, “Which wolf will win?”
The wise old elder replied, “The one we feed.”
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Developing Essential Skills – Peer Assessment
Activity _______________________________________
Essential Skill

Comments (self or peer)

Working with Others
How did I coordinate my work with the work
of the others in the group?
Did I give directions to and receive
directions from my group members for
working together?
Did I work with the group to make sure we
completed the task on time?
Did I make decisions cooperatively and
settle differences respectfully with my team
members?
Did I work with all group members in order
to make sure we did quality work?
Did I take responsibility for interacting and
participating with my group?
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Unit 8: Personal Roles and Responsibilities
Learning Competency
Students will examine personal roles and responsibility by:
• exploring family and community relationships through interviews
• comparing family roles today and in the past.
Language Development – Discussions
There are several points in this unit where the teacher is directed to discuss
certain ideas or concepts with the students. There are a variety of ways to do
this. A simple teacher-led class talk is but one way. Suggested below are
several additional ways to “discuss” material. As you work through the unit and
subsequent units and modules be mindful to vary the discussion strategies
which you use.
Corners: Topics, quotes or ideas are posted in various places or corners of the
room. Students select a topic that interests them and move to that corner and
the group gathered under the specific topic then proceeds to discuss the topic.
Depending on the topic you may want to have questions posted to help aid the
discussion. Allow several minutes to discuss and then have the students move
to another topic. Depending on the size of your class you may have to place a
cap on the number of students that can select a given topic at one time.
Inside-Outside Circles: This strategy is particularly useful with a large group.
Students form two circles, an inside circle enclosed with an outside circle with
the inside circle facing the outside circle. A question or topic is posed, the
students facing each other talk about the question or topic. The circles then
rotate to form new partnerships and a new question or topic is posed.
Paper Clips: Students are broken into small groups. Each student receives two
paper clips. Every time they speak they must give up a clip. When their clips are
gone they are not allowed to speak. Once every group member has spoken and
their clips are given up, students reclaim their clips and the discussion resumes
with the same expectations.
Talking Stick: Small groups of students gather and are given a talking stick.
Only the person holding the stick is allowed to speak, while the other group
members listen. When the person speaking is finished they pass the stick to
another student. Keep the talking stick moving around the group.
Materials
Copies of Inuit Family Roles Then and Now for each student
Provide copy of the Rate Yourself and Developing Essential Skills chart for
each student.
Digital Camera with video capabilities
Video Camera
Access to computers
Background
Traditional Responsibilities of Women and Men
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Women have much to contribute to the community.
Men are adapting to their changing roles in today’s society
Inuuqatigiit, pages 51 and 55
People typically assume certain roles within a group and that the role usually
has specific expectations of behavior or tasks. For example, at home the
student may be expected to clean the house, go hunting, or take care of
siblings. With their friends they might be expected to talk on the phone, MSN
after school, and hang out on weekends.
Efficient and successful individuals know what is expected of them and are able
to meet these expectations. They are people who see the task ahead of them
and work diligently to complete it.
When Inuit lived on the land, they planned ahead (they made winter clothes
before winter arrived, cached meat, moved camps) and have continually
adapted to their environment. Today, the students may find themselves in
environments that were unfamiliar to their ancestors, but the values passed on,
of being resourceful and working hard, are values that provide them with a
wealth of strengths to move into these contemporary situations. Inform the
students that this unit is going to provide them with the tools they need to plan
and prepare for their environments.
Opener – Roles and Expectations
Provide the students with the Inuit Family Roles table found at the end of the
unit. Have the students work with a partner to briefly identify some of the
expectations for each role. Have them complete the sheet by interviewing a
parent or elder. Ask permission for students to videotape their interview. This
can be done either in the community or by inviting guests into the classroom.
Develop a list of interview questions with the students. Possible questions to
spark discussion are as follows:
Why were these roles important?
How did these roles support the group?
What would have happened if individuals didn’t meet expectations?
How was this dealt with?
How are the roles changing in contemporary Inuit society?
View videos as a class. Discuss that Inuit have survived in their environment
because they were innovative and resourceful. Ask the students to use the
information from the interviews to support this idea. Note that if the interview is
10 minutes or longer, this would be a Level 2 task.
Have the class list a variety of groups to which they belong (family, class, clubs,
church, friends, work). Have the students brainstorm the behaviors and tasks
that are expected in each role.
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Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: exchanges/discusses
information; participate in routine discussions
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts, emotions, ideas and/or opinions;
moderate range of subject matter, language is factual and abstract
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time; range of style and formats
(brainstorming, videoed interview format)
• Context; Communicate with one or more people in less predication situation (interview)
Working with Others Level 3: Working with a Partner, all indicators have been met: (doing
interview)
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate and integrate work with one other person
• with a partner, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes
work/task on time
• works inclusively using own and partner’s skills to improve quality of work
• responsible for interacting with one other person
Elements of Working with Others Level 4: Working with a Team/Group, the following
indicators have been met: (class brainstorm and discussion)
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Connector – Rate Yourself
Have the students record the various roles they find themselves in and the
corresponding expectations (son or daughter, student, employee, soccer team
member). Direct the students to record what reflects the ideal expectations for
each role. For example, as an employee, the student may or may not arrive at
work on time, but the expectation is that they do arrive on time. Have the
students share this information with a partner or in a small group. Students
should add any new expectations shared by the group that they may not have
noted.
Have the students independently complete the Rate Yourself chart.
Inform the students that they are anonymous for this exercise. They should
think up a fictitious name and record this in block letters at the top of the page.
Allow the students time to complete the scale and then collect the papers.
Break the class into groups of about five.
Tell the class they are looking for a partner to help in completing an important
job their parents have given them. Once each student has thought of a task,
they should share this with the group. The Rate Yourself Charts are read aloud
to the group. Each member should quietly choose from the charts who they
would like to have as a partner for the job assigned by their parents. They
should think of at least two reasons for their selection. Each group member then
takes turns sharing their choice of a partner and why.
Debrief by discussing qualities that are helpful to helping a family work well
together. What qualities help facilitate group or team work? Are any of these the
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same?
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators met:
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts, emotions, ideas and/or opinions;
moderate range of subject matter, language is factual and abstract
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
(completing Rate Yourself)
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others
Elements of Working with Others 4: Working with A Group: all indicators have been met
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Activity – Just Follow the Steps
Have the students refer back to the self-roles and expectations identified in the
Connector. Have them create a list of tasks or expectations that are required of
them in the next while. Ask the students to identify one that is a high priority.
Discuss that having a plan or a strategy when embarking is always helpful.
Explain that today they are going to learn a strategy that will help them
complete tasks and begin to change behaviours. First however, they must want
to accomplish these ends and they must try the strategy. Knowing helpful steps
and strategies are only useful if they are desired and if they are then
implemented.
Outline the following steps for the students:
Step 1 – Name It
What is the job or expectation? Be specific.
Step 2 – Date It
When will you start? When will it be complete?
Step 3 – Step It
Think about how it could be broken down into smaller parts.
Break it down into manageable steps.
Step 4 – Do It
Start with step 1 and begin.
Step 5 – Reflect on It
After you are done think about how the whole process went. What went
well? What could have been better?
As a class, go through the steps briefly using a very simple task, such as
getting up in the morning as an example. Discuss whether it helps to have a
strategy to accomplish a task. Next, have students go through the steps for the
high priority task they each identified at the beginning of the activity. IF there is
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sufficient time, allow students to work through the steps on this task before
beginning the next part of the Activity.
Now, ask the students how they think these steps would be the same or
different if they were in a group working on a task. Divide your students into
small groups and assign them a task such as preparing an art or recess activity
for a younger group of children.
Have the students record their experience using the steps to complete the task
and meet the expectation. This could be a very factual account of the process
or it could be personal reflections on how they managed or felt at each of the
steps.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Elements of Oral Communication Level 1: the following indicators have been met;
• takes part in simple exchanges
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: exchanges/discusses
information
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts, emotions, ideas and/or
opinions; moderate range of subject matter, language is factual and abstract
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others
Working with Others Level 4: Working with a Team/Group, all indicators have been met:
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• in a group, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes work/task
on time
• works inclusively using own and each group member’s skills to improve quality of work
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Reflections
Content – Outline the ways in which the information in this unit would be
valuable or helpful in a) the workplace, b) in your family.
Collaborative – How does being responsible for oneself contribute to a group
working well together?
Personal – What step or steps are most difficult for you when you are working
with others on a task? How will you deal with this? Which step or steps are the
easiest for you? Can you think of another way to accomplish tasks that would
work better for you?
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Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Follow-Up – Actions of Success
Discuss that individuals who do things well and accomplish a lot are individuals
who do not procrastinate. They do the job well so that they do not have to do it
again. They persist at the task and remind themselves that there are payoffs
for a job well done. Read through and discuss the four actions of success. You
will find the list at the end of the unit.
Have students think about someone in their family who is a good role model of
the four actions of success. How does this person demonstrate the four actions
of success?
Divide students into groups of four. Number the students in each group from
one to four. Have them discuss and jot down some notes about how the
actions of success are necessary when an individual is working with others to
complete a task. What kinds of things can the individual say or do to help the
group meet their expectations? Ask students to join with another group of four
to compare their notes. Have a class discussion; ask the one’s to share their
discussion on Action One, the two’s to share their discussion on Action Two
and so on.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: exchanges/discusses
information, coordinates work with several others
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts, emotions, ideas and/or
opinions; moderate range of subject matter, language is factual and abstract,
moderate range of general and context specific vocabulary
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time
Elements of Working with Others Level 4: Working with a Team/Group, the following
indicators have been met:
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Classroom Reinforcement
Create a bulletin board where the actions of success are displayed. Have a
student make a poster of the actions of success. Do the personal mailbox
activity.
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Accommodating Diversity
Students could complete the Opener using the document, Inuuqatigiit or they
could invite guests to participate in a panel discussion using the interview
questions.
Essential Skill Addressed in this Activity (doing interview)
Working with Others Level 3: Working with a Partner, all indicators have been met:
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate and integrate work with one other person
• with a partner, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes
work/task on time
• works inclusively using own and partner’s skills to improve quality of work
• responsible for interacting with one other person
Elements of Working with Others Level 4: Working with a Team/Group, the following
indicators have been met (class brainstorm and discussion):
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Assessment
Student – Fill in the Developing Essential Skills chart for any activity in this
unit; ask someone who did the activity with you to check what you have said
and provide any more feedback you might want to include. Use a happy face
or a sad face if that is better for you than writing. Complete the Participation
Checklist or Unit Self-Assessment.
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Teacher – Collect the Developing Essential Skills chart to ascertain how
students assess themselves and their ability to work productively in a group.
Continue observing for evidence that students are developing the skills related
to Working with Others.
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Inuit Family Role Expectations
Name: _______________________________
Date: _____________________

Role

Expectations Then – Living on the
Land

Expectations Now – Living in the
Community

Girls

Boys

Men

Women

Elders
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Rate Yourself
Name: ______________________________
Date: ______________________
Rate yourself on a scale of 1-10 for each of the following questions. Use personal roles
and expectations for reference.
never

always

On a scale of 1-10 how often are your assignments on time?
never

always

Are you making use of your time at school?
never

always

How often do you put off what is expected of you?
never

always

Do you ever feel overwhelmed with what is expected of you?
never

always

Are there things that you would like to do but never seem to get to?
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Actions of Success
DO IT NOW
Get to the task as soon as you can. Do not delay. Do whatever you need to get to the
task. Do as much as you possibly can before taking a break or leaving the job.
DO IT ONCE
Do it well. Complete the task in such a way that you have done what was needed,
expected and maybe even an added touch of care.
STAY ON TASK
Stick to it. What things distract you? What excuses do you give yourself to stop once you
have begun the job? If you encounter a difficulty, ask yourself is there another way to do
this?
THINK ABOUT THE FUTURE
What things would you like to do when the task is done? What are the rewards for
completing the task? How will you feel about yourself when you are done? How will
others feel when you have completed the task?
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Developing Essential Skills – Self-Assessment
Activity _______________________________________
Essential Skill

Comments (self or peer)

Working with Others
How did I coordinate my work with the work
of the others in the group?
Did I give directions to and receive
directions from my group members for
working together?
Did I work with the group to make sure we
completed the task on time?
Did I make decisions cooperatively and
settle differences respectfully with my team
members?
Did I work with all group members in order
to make sure we did quality work?
Did I take responsibility for interacting and
participating with my group?
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Unit 9: Cultural Norms and Expectations
Learning Competency
Students will identify cultural and social factors related to working with others
by:
• identifying and describing the principles of Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit in a variety
of texts and contexts.
Language Development – Positive, Minus, Interesting (PMI)
This strategy is typically used to assist in making decisions. A possible course
of action is evaluated for the positive results/consequences, the negative
results/consequences and the interesting position taken after balancing the
positive and negatives. For the purpose of the Activity, the PMI is used in a
slightly different fashion to aid students in framing the positives and the
negatives that resulted from the contact between the Inuit, Europeans, and
other people from outside the north. The interesting category is for the students
to note any information that they consider interesting.
Materials
DVD Snow Walker
Copy the Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit principles at the end of this unit or locate a set
of illustrated ones in the school. Copy the chart to accompany the exercise with
the DVD and locate the DVD player. Provide students with copies of the Journal
and Portfolio Evaluation forms to attach to their chosen pieces.
Access to the internet to find examples of movie reviews
Background
Names and Naming
Wherever you go you are representing your family.
Families are raised to realize that kinship ties are very important.
There are certain responsibilities you have because of your name.
The significance of who you are named after is important to learn and respect.
(Inuuqatigiit, pages 39 and 43)
Opener – Mix and Mingle
Invite the students to imagine they are at a party. Inform them that you have a
series of questions they will need to discuss over the course of the party. Have
the students get up and walk around. Start by calling out “Party of two!”
Students pair up with someone close by. Any students unable to find a partner
close can join with any party group. Pose a few of the questions below and
allow the students several minutes to talk. Continue by calling out, “Mix and
mingle, party of four.” Followed by “Party of six!”
The coming of the whalers to the Arctic did more good than harm.
How did Inuit demonstrate the principle of tunnganarniq or being welcoming
when they encountered the Qallunaat who came north?
Both Inuit and Qallunaat use particular body language.
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Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: exchanges/discusses
information; participate in routine discussions
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts, emotions, ideas and/or opinions;
moderate range of subject matter, language is factual and abstract, moderate range of
general and context specific vocabulary
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time
Elements of Working with Others Working with a Partner
• responsible for interacting with one other person
Elements of Working with Others Level 4: Working with a Team/Group, the following
indicators have been met:
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Connector – Cultural Encounters
Inuit have a long history of encountering people from other places and cultures,
for example, First Nations people, Vikings, whalers, explorers, traders and
missionaries. Have the students share any background information and
knowledge they may have.
Have the small groups of students complete a PMI organizer. Provide each
group with a sheet of paper. Students should create three columns across the
top of their page: Positive, Minus, and Interesting. Each group should select a
recorder and reporter. The recorder should make notes related to their
discussion and the reporter should present the information in the PMI to the
class. The idea is to establish a context for the Snow Walker DVD. 12
Essential Skills addressed:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: exchanges/discusses
information, coordinates work with several others
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts, emotions, ideas and/or opinions;
moderate range of subject matter, language is factual and abstract, moderate range of
general and context specific vocabulary
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time
Note – Reporter also uses Oral Communication Level 2: Context: gives short presentation
Working with Others 4: Working with A Team: all indicators addressed
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• in a group, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes work/task
on time
• works inclusively using own and each group member’s skills to improve quality of work
• responsible for interacting with a number of people or a small group of people
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Activity – Background and Behaviour
Review the Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit principles with the students. Provide each
student with the Watch for IQ Principles13 chart found at the end of the unit.
Instruct the students to watch for examples of the principles as they are
watching Snow Walker 14. They should only record as much information as
they need to in order to remember the scene in reference to the principle. As
you watch the movie, you may want to stop intermittently and allow a few
minutes for the students to jot down information.
Have students form small groups to discuss their notes, then go through the
chart with them as a class and have them share their findings in relation to the
behaviour of the characters in the film.
Have students in their small groups construct a PMI to compare the
behaviours of Annie and Charlie. Post and share highlights with the rest of the
class.
Have the students independently respond to the sentence stems below in
their journals.
I was surprised by…
I think…
I was interested to learn…
My strongest reaction was to…
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Elements of Oral Communication Level 1: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in simple exchanges: receives simple directions
• Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: exchanges/discusses
information,
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts, emotions, ideas and/or opinions;
moderate range of subject matter, language is factual and abstract
Working with Others 2 Working Independently: all indicators addressed
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others
Elements of Working with Others Level 4: Working with a Team/Group, the following
indicators have been met (small group discussion):
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Reflections
Content – In the film, Annie and Charlie are from two different cultures.
Describe how the respect for Annie’s Inuit culture develops from the opening
scenes of the film to the end.
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Collaborative – What helped Annie and Charlie to work together? Would this
be the same in a modern workplace?
Personal – Imagine that you are a film reviewer. How would you rate this film
(on a scale of 0 to 5 stars)? Identify what you liked about it and what you
disliked that helped you decide how to give it the stars. Some characters in
the film spoke in Inuktitut. Does this make you want to rate the film higher or
lower? Include any special comments you think other people should know
about this film. How do you think someone from another culture might rate
the film? Why?
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Follow-Up – Working with Others
In this activity, the students return to the principles and re-visit them in the
context of the workplace. They will be discussing what each principle would
look like in a contemporary workplace in the community; it may be easier, but
maybe not as interesting, if all groups choose the same workplace. Post the
principles around the room and ask students to choose which principle they
would like to work with. In those groups, students are to develop a visual
representation of what the workplace would look like and sound like according
to their principle. Have each group choose a reporter to report their findings
back to the whole class.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: exchanges/discusses
information, coordinates work with several others
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts, emotions, ideas and/or opinions;
moderate range of subject matter, language is factual and abstract, moderate range of
general and context specific vocabulary
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time

Have students review Pinasuaqtavut (2004-2009) to learn what the
government’s mandate is related to the workplace. The document is available
at http://intranet/phase1/documents/pinasuaqtavuteng.pdf. Compare the
findings related to a government workplace and their own discussions related
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to a community workplace. How do they account for similarities and
differences?
Classroom Reinforcement
Have the students surround the “Did You Know…” bulletin board with visual
representations for each of the IQ principles. Do the personal mailbox activity.
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Accommodating Diversity
You may want to have the students create two PMIs, one from the perspective
of the Inuit and another from the people with whom contact was made. You
may also want to have your students do a T chart rather than a PMI chart.
Use the IQ Principles in Practice table if your students are not familiar with the
IQ principles. For the movie review in the Reflections, have students google
the movie on the internet for samples of reviews.
Assessment
Student – Make sure that portfolio and journal are ready for final conference.
Choose the journal excerpt and portfolio pieces that best represent your
learning during this module. Attach the forms to the selections you have
chosen. Sign up for a conference. Complete Participation Checklist or Unit
Self-Assessment.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Teacher – Observe and listen. Make entries to tracking forms.
Do up a conference schedule. Provide students with the portfolio and journal
evaluation forms in the Appendix. Discuss with individual students the journal
and portfolio pieces that they feel best represent their learning. Discuss with
them their tracking forms and progress with the Essential Skills during the
work on this module. Compare your assessment of these skills with the selfassessments and peer assessments that have been done since Unit 4.
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Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: exchanges/discusses
information
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts, emotions, ideas and/or opinions;
moderate range of subject matter, language is factual and abstract, moderate range of
general and context specific vocabulary
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time in less predictable situation
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IQ Principles

Avatimik Kamattiarniq – To support and maintain environmental wellness

Qanuqtuurungnarniq –

To be resourceful and seek solutions through
creativity, adaptability, and flexibility

Aajiiqatigiingniq – To make decisions through discussion and consensus

Pijitsirniq – To contribute to the common good through serving
and leadership

Piliriqatigiingniq – To work together for a common cause

Pilirimmaksarniq – To develop skills through practice, effort and action

Inuuqtigiitsiarniq – To respect others through relationships and caring for
people

Tunnganarniq – To foster good spirit by being open, welcoming and
inclusive
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When was
there a time
in your life
when you
showed this
principle?

Who taught
you this
principle?

A stick-man
picture of
your
example

An example
of this in your
community

What it
means:

IQ Principles

Avatimik
Kamattiarniq

Qanuqtuurungnarniq

Aajiiqatigiingniq

Pijitsirniq

Piliriqatigiing- Pilirimmaksar- Inuuqatigiitsiniq
niq
arniq

Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit Principles in Practice
Tunnganarniq

Watch for IQ Principles: Snow Walker
Name: ______________________________
Date: _______________________
Innuqatigiitsiarniq

Tunnganarniq

Avatimik
Kamattiarniq

Qanuqtuurungnarniq

Aajiiqatigiingniq

Pilimmaksarniq

Pijitsirniq

Piliriqatigiingniq
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Unit 10: Working it out Together
Learning Competency
Students will apply skills of working with others by:
• participating in a summative, collaborative task using media technology.
Language Development – Value Line
Students are given a statement to which they respond. They are given a
continuum on which to locate their feelings to an issue or idea. The continuum
may be from strongly agree to strongly disagree, or any appropriate response
set.
Important vocabulary: hierarchy (in the workplace, for example, director,
manager, supervisor, coordinator, clerk OR in the family, grandfather,
grandmother, father, mother, children OR in the school, principal, teacher,
student) rather than a team or collaborative model.
Materials
Make Activity envelopes containing materials found at the end of the unit: task
cards, question set and copies of the reading from Uqalurait: An Oral History of
Nunavut.
Background
There are aspects of schools and other institutions, as well as many other
workplaces, which are highly reflective of a hierarchical style of management.
Negotiating the cultures of the workplace requires flexibility and understanding
on the part of all participants who ideally work together for the common good of
all in the workplace and community.
Opener – Value Line
Place a five-foot strip of masking tape on the floor. At one end attach a sheet of
paper that states, Strongly Agree. At the other end place a sheet of paper that
which states Strongly Disagree. Read the statements below to the class. Allow
them several minutes to quietly think about the statements and where they would
place themselves on the continuum line. For students not familiar with this
strategy, explain that the ends of the masking tape line express agreement or
disagreement with the statement. The range between allows them to consider
how strongly they feel about the statements and place themselves accordingly.
Ask the students to quietly get up and physically place themselves on the value
line. Have the students turn to a neighbor and explain why they placed
themselves as they did. Remind the students that there are no right or wrong
answers.
Statements for consideration during the Value Line:
Working with others is not as important today as it was when people were
living on the land.
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It is better to learn about working with others from your family.
With all the modern communication technology, working with others is not as
important as it used to be.
Working with others makes it harder to get a job done quickly and well.
High school students prefer to work alone in class instead of in groups.
Discuss as a class the topic that created the most animated conversation.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: exchanges/discusses
information; follows multi-step instructions
• Content: takes part in discussions that deal with facts, emotions, ideas and/or opinions;
moderate range of subject matter, language is factual and abstract, moderate range of
general and context specific vocabulary
•

Elements of Working with Others 3: Working with a Partner responsible for interacting
with one other person

Connector – Working with Others
Inform students that this activity will prepare them for their summative
assessment activity. Before beginning the activity, you will need to make activity
envelopes. Each envelope should contain the following:
5 task cards
1 question set
5 copies of the reading from Gideon Qitsualik, Elder’s Advisory Meeting
Decide how many activity envelopes you will need for your class.
Gather your class for a community circle. Review the community agreements:
Attentive listening
Appreciation/no put-downs
Right to pass
Mutual respect
Inform the students that they are going to be working in small groups and that
they will want to be mindful of the above stated expectations. Break the class
into groups of five. Hand each group the Group Work Instructions found at the
end of this unit. Have the activity envelopes ready for distribution. Each envelope
should include a copy of An Elders Words by Gideon Qitsualik, Group Work
Instructions, a Question Set, Task Card 1, Task Card 2, Task Card 3, Task Card
4, Task Card 5.
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Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: exchanges/discusses
information; follows/gives multi-step instructions, coordinates work with several others
• Content: takes part in discussions that deals with facts, emotions, ideas and/or opinions;
moderate range of subject matter, language is factual and abstract, moderate range of
general and context specific vocabulary
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time
Working with Others 4: Working with a Team, all indicators have been met
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• in a group, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes work/task on
time
• works inclusively using own and each group member’s skills to improve quality of work
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Activity – Summative Assignment
Students will work in small groups. Have them design an activity similar to the
one in the Connector (task cards, roles and responsibilities, a common task) that
they will use with a younger class of students. The purpose of the activity is to
assist younger students to develop skills for working with others. They will need
to ask permission from the teacher of a younger class and the teacher will also
need to approve their activity before they do it. The topic, materials and
presentation must be appropriate for use with the younger children. This would
include choice of language, design of the task cards, level of difficulty and use of
media technology.
In the planning, preparation, implementation and reflection of this activity with
younger students, your students will demonstrate their skills in oral
communication, working with others and working together to achieve a common
goal. The activity should serve as a summative assessment for the module.
Decide together on the criteria that everyone will be expected to meet at each
stage of the activity. An example of a possible assessment template is located at
the end of this unit. Note that if the activity lasts 10 minutes or longer, it will be
considered a Level 2 Oral Communications task.
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Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Elements of Oral Communication Level 2: the following indicators have been met
• Function: takes part in moderately demanding exchanges: exchanges/discusses
information; follows/gives multi-step instructions, coordinates work with several others
• Content: takes part in discussions that deals with facts, emotions, ideas and/or opinions;
moderate range of subject matter, language is factual and abstract, moderate range of
general and context specific vocabulary
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time in less predictable situation
Working with Others 4: Working with a Team, all indicators have been met
• able to work cooperatively and coordinate work with a team/group of people
• in a group, gives or receives directions, effectively organizes and completes work/task
on time
• works inclusively using own and each group member’s skills to improve quality of work
• responsible for interacting with a number of people

Reflections
Content – What did the younger students learn about working with others from
your activity?
Collaborative – How quickly was your group able to decide on roles?
What affirming words or actions did your group use?
Personal – How has this module contributed to your understanding of the
Essential Skill of Working with Others? How has it helped you to improve in this
skill?
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Follow-Up – Values Then and Now
Read the excerpt from Uqaluirait: An Oral History of Nunavut compiled and
editied by John Bennet, pages 12 and 34. You will find the reading at the end of
the unit.
Ask the class to identify which Inuit values are reflected in the reading. Have the
students think of contemporary examples demonstrating the same values.
Classroom Reinforcement
Do the personal mailbox activity for the last time. Have students take their
envelopes and place them in their Communication portfolio.
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Accommodating Diversity
You may want to have the readings recorded so that your students listen instead
of read the selection or you could use guided reading strategies.
Assessment
Student – Work with class to determine criteria for the summative project.
Complete a self- assessment when the project is completed.
Essential Skill addressed in this Activity:
Working with Others Level 2: Working Independently, all indicators have been met:
• able to work independently and coordinate work with others as required
• works well with minimum direction: organizes and completes own work/task given a
work plan and timeline
• reviews and monitors own work in order to meet given standards
• responsible for self when interacting with others

Teacher – Determine criteria with students for the summative project. Use the
criteria to evaluate the students’ projects. Complete the tracking form.
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Learning from Inuit Oral History15
Reading from Uqalurait: An Oral History of Nunavut
Always be happy together to ensure a long life and so others will show and interest in
helping you out. Try to be fair to everyone. Doing wrong to other people always brings
short life to a person. No matter who they are, if someone lives by doing wrong to other
people, that person will not attain long life. Avoid talking to others in a manner that hurts
their feelings but rather live co-operatively. If you are going to talk about others in an
insinuating manner then how do you expect to live a long happy life?

Don’t try to oppose one another. The one who opposes is only making matters worse for
himself. The one who is being opposed and not fighting back is … safe. But the one who
is opposing and bullying other people often meets a tragic end. The unwillingness to be at
peace with other people [can make] your life miserable …

Avoid creating big problems by making a big issue out of small matters. Small wrong
statements can often be exaggerated and create much trouble. People often ad more
wrong statements and produce anger; so the tongue is the greatest enemy.
Margaret Uyauperk Aniksak, Paallirmiut, Aniksak and Suluk n.d.a:8, page 34
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An Elder’s Words

Piliriqatigiingniq – Working Together
It has always been quite obvious and easy to notice when people
are working well together. If we were to use an example of people
working well together back then, you would see they had more of
everything, if not certainly they always had the things they would
need to survive and survive well. The people I grew up with were
nomadic, we moved around following the animals all year round.
The only time we stayed in one place would be in winter, hunting
for seals. Otherwise we were always on the move and when you
live a life like this, you really have to be able to work together to
make it happen well. Those who could not work with each other
had a very difficult life, trying to survive on their own.
Whenever people worked well together it created better living.
People had enough to eat and by working together they could have
one food storage space for the whole community, made out of ice.
Those who tried to do things by themselves would often have no oil
for heat, very poor bedding and often would go hungry as they
could not work well with others. They were responsible for making
their own lives hard.
Gideon Qitsualik, Elder’s Advisory Meeting, June 1-3, 2004
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Group Work Instructions

1. As a group, decide who will take each of the following roles:
Materials Manager
Recorder
Timer
Reader
Reporter
2. The Materials Manager will need to distribute the task cards, readings and
question set. These are found in the envelope.
3. Have each group member read through their task card and explain his or
her responsibilities to the group.
4. Begin.

Question Set — For the Recorder
1. Gideon Qitsualik talks about a nomadic life, what does he mean?
2. Why was a nomadic life necessary for survival?
3. What does Gideon say is important to making a nomadic way of life
successful?
4. Gideon states, “They were responsible for making their own lives hard.”
What does he mean by this statement? Do you agree or disagree? List your
reasons for agreeing or disagreeing.
6. Have each group member share a situation where they had to work
together to accomplish a goal.
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Task Card 1—Materials Manager
Your tasks are listed below. Check off each one as you complete it.
__1. Distribute the task cards, readings and Question Set to group members.
__2. Get any materials (pencils, papers, Kleenex) needed during group
work. There may not be anything to get, but if there is, you are responsible.
You are the only one who should leave the group to get things.
__3. Tell the group to not mark on the Task Cards or Reading and inform
them that they are to be returned in the same shape as they were received.
They should write their responses on the Question Set.
__4. Return the Reading, Task Cards and Question Set to the teacher when
your group is done.
_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Task Card 2—Recorder
Your tasks are listed below. Check off each one as you complete it.
__1. Write down the responses to the questions. You may do so on the
Question Set sheet.
__2. Write as neatly as you can, as someone else will be reading your notes.
__3. Sit beside the reporter so that if she or he has any questions about your
writing, the two of you can talk.
__4. After recording a response, read it back to the group to see if you
understood correctly what they were saying.
_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_
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Task Card 3—Timer
Your tasks are listed below. Check off each one as you complete it.
__1. Make sure you have a watch to monitor the time.
__2. Your group has 30 minutes after you have decided on roles. Start the
time immediately after roles have been selected and after each group
member has shared what is expected.
__3. After 15 minutes, remind the group that they should be about half done
and that there are 15 minutes left.
__4. Tell the group when the time is done.
_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Task Card 4—Reader
Your tasks are listed below. Check off each one as you complete it.
__1. Read the selection.
__2. Read clearly and loud enough for your group to hear.
__3. Stop and check after reading a bit to see if your group can hear you.
Adjust your volume accordingly.
_
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_
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_

_

_
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_

_

Task Card 5—Reporter
Your tasks are listed below. Check off each one as you complete it.
__1. Listen carefully as each student shares. Make sure you understand
what they are saying and ask questions if you need more information.
__2. Sit beside the recorder and make sure you understand his or her notes,
as you will be reading from them.
__3. After the activity, you will be responsible to share your group’s ideas
with the whole class. You may use the notes on the Question Set to help
you.
_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_
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Summative Assessment
Try
Harder

Criteria and Comments

Effective

Awesome

Planning

Preparation

Implementation

Evidence of Essential Skill of Working with Others

Evidence of Essential Skill of Oral Communication

Appropriate use of media technology with younger
students
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Comment by younger student:

Comment by teacher of younger student:

Comment by peer in working group:

Comment by teacher:

Self-assessment:
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Appendix A: Student Assessment Tools
Participation Checklist
Unit Task

Participated Completed

1

Gideon Qitsualik Quotation

1

Inuit Values

1

Research

1

Making It Work

1

Reflections

1

T-Charts

1

Assessment Item

2

Optical illusions

2

Optical illusions discussion

2

My Characteristics worksheet

2

Defining Me poster

2

Not-So-Personal Resume

2

Reflections

2

Ajunngitakka (Things I Can Do) (4)

2

Portfolio Item

3

Don’t Smile

3

Family Communication

3

Reading Body Language

3

Reflections

3

Body Language in the Workplace

4

Attitude Counts

4

Perceptions

4

More Essential Skills

4

Let’s Be Positive

4

Negative and Positive Vocabulary

4

Inuit Values

4

Reflections

4

Scenario
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4

Essential Skills – self-assessment

5

Following Instructions

5

More Than One Way to Learn

5

Making It Clear

5

Reflections

5

Making Yourself Clear

5

Essential Skills – self-assessment

6

Small Talkers Game

6

Small Talk

6

Tips for Small Talk

6

Reflections

6

Tips for Small Talkers

6

Essential Skills – peer assessment

7

Pet Peeves

7

Defining Conflict

7

Dealing with Conflict

7

Reflections

7

Coping with Conflict

7

Essential Skills – peer assessment

8

Roles and Expectations

8

Rate Yourself

8

Just Follow the Steps

8

Reflections

8

Actions of Success

8

Essential Skills – self-assessment

9

Mix and Mingle

9

Cultural Encounters

9

Background and Behaviour

9

Reflections

9

Working with Others

10

Value Line

10

Working with Others
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10

Summative Assignment

10

Reflections

10
App
A

Values Then and Now
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Self-assessment
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Unit Self-Assessment
Name _________________________
Unit Checklist and Assessment for Unit _____
Did I complete or participate in the following?

Activity Title

Yes/Date

Not Complete/Comments

Rate your effort for each activity.
Activity Title

Poor

Fair

Good
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Awesome
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Ajunngitakka (Things I Can Do)

Name: ________________________
Essential Skill:

Date: ______________________

___ Working with Others

I demonstrated this skill when I
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

Ajunngitakka (Things I Can Do)

Name: ________________________
Essential Skill:

Date: ______________________

___ Working with Others

I demonstrated this skill when I
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Ajunngitakka (Things I Can Do)

Name: ________________________
Essential Skill:

Date: ______________________

___ Working with Others

I demonstrated this skill when I
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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Developing Essential Skills – Self or Peer Assessment of Group Work
Activity _______________________________________
Essential Skill

Yes/
No

Comments (self or peer)

Working with Others
Did I work cooperatively with
the others in the group?
Did I give directions to the other
members in my group to help
get our work done?
Did I use directions from other
members in my group to help
get our work done?
Did I do things to make sure we
completed the work on time?
Did I help to organize the work?
Did I encourage the others to
make sure we all did our best?
Did I finish my part of the work?
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Portfolio Evaluation

Student ________________ Portfolio item ___________________________
Description of Portfolio item:
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
For this entry I worked with: ______________________________________
I chose this item because:
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Not
Really

Seldom

Mostly

Always

I understood the requirements of
the assignment and completed it.
My work is clear, neat and well
organized.
I demonstrated creativity.
I elaborated on the idea.
The part that shows my personal growth is …
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
My biggest challenge was…
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Teacher Feedback
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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Journal Evaluation

Student Name __________________________________
Journal entry date _____________________ Unit _________
Yes

No

Does the writing make sense?
Are the ideas clearly stated?
Are the ideas in order?
Is each thought complete?
Do the supporting sentences offer enough detail?
Does the writing stay on topic?
An area of strength in the journal entry is…
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
I noticed…
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
One area I think I should work on is…
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Teacher Feedback
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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Appendix B: Teacher Assessment Tools
Participation Checklist
Task

Unit

Participated

1

Gideon Qitsualik Quotation

1

Inuit Values

1

Research

1

Making It Work

1

Reflections

1

T-Charts

1

Assessment Item

2

Optical illusions

2

Optical illusions discussion

2

My Characteristics worksheet

2

Defining Me poster

2

Not-So-Personal Resume

2

Reflections

2

Ajunngitakka (Things I Can Do) (4)

2

Portfolio Item

3

Don’t Smile

3

Family Communication

3

Reading Body Language

3

Reflections

3

Body Language in the Workplace

4

Attitude Counts

4

Perceptions

4

More Essential Skills

4

Let’s Be Positive

4

Negative and Positive Vocabulary

4

Inuit Values

4

Reflections
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Completed

Comments
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4

Scenario

4

Essential Skills – self-assessment

5

Following Instructions

5

More Than One Way to Learn

5

Making It Clear

5

Reflections

5

Making Yourself Clear

5

Essential Skills – self -assessment

6

Small Talkers Game

6

Small Talk

6

Tips for Small Talk

6

Reflections

6

Tips for Small Talkers

6

Essential Skills – peer assessment

7

Pet Peeves

7

Defining Conflict

7

Dealing with Conflict

7

Reflections

7

Coping with Conflict

7

Essential Skills – peer assessment

8

Roles and Expectations

8

Rate Yourself

8

Just Follow the Steps

8

Reflections

8

Actions of Success

8

Essential Skills – self-assessment

9

Mix and Mingle

9

Cultural Encounters

9

Background and Behaviour

9

Reflections

9

Working with Others

10

Value Line
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10

Working with Others

10

Summative Assignment

10

Reflections

10
Values Then and Now
App
Self-assessment
A
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Conference 1: Unit 1-5 Competencies

Student _________________________
Competency
•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

Met

Date ______________________
Not
Yet

Comments

interviewing a local worker in
a work setting
researching and sharing
information related to selected
Essential Skills occupational
profiles
discussing and exploring how
others perceive them in
relation to how they perceive
themselves
observing, discussing and
reflecting on non-verbal
communication, specifically
body language
identifying related vocabulary
creating, discussing and role
playing positive and negative
attitudes from media-derived
images.
developing clear questions
using active listening and
reading to follow directions

Other:

Follow-Up
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Conference 2: Unit 6-10 Competencies

Student _________________________
Competency
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Met

Date ______________________
Not
Yet

Comments

participating appropriately in
small talk following a given
format
accessing information from
the community to create
original text (posters)
responding personally to
conflict
managing personal emotions
exploring family and
community relationships
through interviews
comparing family roles today
and in the past
identifying and describing the
principles of Inuit
Qaujimajatuqangit in a variety
of texts and contexts
participating in a summative,
collaborative task using media
technology

Other:

Follow-Up
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Appendix C: Essential Skills Information, Tables and Assessment
Working with Others
Working with Others consists of two parts.
1. Description of Work Context
2. Supervisory or Leadership Activities
The first module of Communications 10, Working with Others, has targeted the
first part of this Essential Skill: Description of the Work Context. Module 1 of
Communications 12, and to a much lesser extent Communications 11, will
address both parts of this Essential Skill including Supervisory and Leadership
Activities.
1. Working with Others: Description of the Work Context
This Essential Skill refers to the extent to which an employee works with others
to carry out their tasks. It covers four types of work contexts: work alone, work
independently, work jointly with a partner and work as member of a team. It also
pertains to participating in leadership activities (see Appendix). A person’s skills
in these various work contexts are dependent on their work environment and job
tasks. As employees work with more people the greater the responsibility or
complexity of coordination required.
The work contexts and their associated indicators are independent of each other.
Most jobs require employees to effectively work in a number of work contexts.
For example a worker may be required to Work Independently as well as Work
with a Team but may not be expected to Work Alone.
Occupational Examples: A carpenter may be asked at different times to work
independently, work with an apprentice or work with a building crew.
Hunting guides work alone most of the time when preparing for and leading
hunting trips . But they may be part of the outfitter's/employer's team working
together to provide high-quality service. They usually work independently, coordinating their work with the work of others as needed and some hunting guides
may sometimes work with a partner.
Working with Others looks at four dimensions of the skill:
• Ability to coordinate work with others
• Range direction/supervision needed to complete work on time
• Meeting standards of quality
• Personal responsibility for interacting with others
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Working with Others
1. Working
Alone
Indicators

2. Working
Independently
Indicators

3. Working with a
Partner
Indicators

4. Working with a
Team/Group
Indicators

Able to work alone and
coordinate work with
others IF required

Able to work
independently and
coordinate work with
others AS required

Able to work
cooperatively and
coordinate work with a
team/group of people

Works well without
direction; organizes
and completes own
work on time

Reviews and monitors
own quality of work to
meet required
standards

Works well with
minimum direction;
organizes and
completes own work
/task given a work plan
and timeline
Reviews and monitors
own work/task in
order to meet given
standards

Able to work
cooperatively and
coordinate and
integrate work with
one other person
With a partner, gives
or receives directions,
effectively organizes
and completes
work/task on time
Works inclusively
using own and
partner’s skills to
improve quality of work

Minimally responsible
for interaction with
others

Responsible for self
when interacting with
others

Works inclusively
using own and each
group member’s skills
to improve quality of
work
Responsible for
interacting with a
number of people
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Responsible for
interacting with one
other person

In a group, gives or
receives directions,
effectively organizes
and completes
work/task on time
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2. Working with Others: Supervisory or Leadership Activities
Participation in Supervisory or Leadership Activities describes, in a standardized way, the
leadership or supervision tasks performed in different jobs or occupations. There are 12
supervisory or leadership activities. Participation in Supervisory or Leadership Activities
may include one or more of the following12 activities:
• Participate in formal discussions about work processes or product improvement.
• Have opportunities to make suggestions on improving work processes.
• Monitor the work performance of others.
• Inform other workers or demonstrate to them how tasks are to be performed.
• Orient new employees.
• Make hiring recommendations.
• Make hiring decisions.
• Select contractors and suppliers.
• Assign routine tasks to other workers.
• Assign new or unusual tasks to other workers.
• Identify training that is required by, or would be useful for, other workers.
• Deal with other workers’ grievances or complaints.
The following is a list of illustrative examples of Leadership Skills based on HRSDC
Essential Skills self-assessment tools. 16
• Coach or mentor other students (e.g. help others by sharing experience and
offering guidance or advice).
• Lead by setting a good example for others around you.
• Support and encourage others.
• Let others know when they are doing a good job.
• Make decisions that others can respect.
• Provide constructive feedback to help other students improve their work.
• Take the lead in coordinating tasks in a group/team project.
• Demonstrate passion and enthusiasm for the tasks/activities you do.
• Encourage group interactions and maintain a positive atmosphere within a team.
• Support others by taking the time to help them with their work.
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Module Tracking Form: Essential Skill – Working with Others
Student ______________________ Module 10-1 _____________________
Consistent Demonstration of Skill
Comment

Date

Date

Not
yet
Date

Working Alone
Able to work alone and
coordinate work with others IF
required
Works well without direction;
organizes and completes own
work/task on time
Reviews and monitors own
quality of work to meet
required standards
Takes responsibility for
interaction with others
Working Independently
Able to work independently
and coordinate work with
others AS required
Works well with minimum
direction; organizes and
completes own work/task
given a work plan and timeline
Reviews and monitors own
work in order to meet given
standards.
Takes responsibility for self
when interacting with others
Working with A Partner
Able to work cooperatively and
coordinate work with one other
person.
With a partner, gives or
receives directions, effectively
organizes and completes
work/task on time
Works inclusively using own
and partner’s skills to improve
quality of work
Takes responsibility for
interacting with one other
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person
Working with A Team
Able to work cooperatively and
coordinate work with a
team/group of people
In a group gives or receives
directions, effectively
organizes and completes work
/task on time
Works inclusively using own
and each group member’s
skills to improve quality of work
Takes responsibility for
interacting with a number of
people

________________________________
Teacher Signature

_____________________
Date
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Feedback Fax
To:

English Language Arts Coordinator
Curriculum and School Services
Department of Education
Arviat
(867) 857-3090

Date: ______________________________
From: ______________________________
Re: Communications (English) 10-11-12
This is feedback for the Communications (English) 10, Module 1, titled The Essentials of
Working with Others.
What was helpful to you in this module?

What did you find was unnecessary information?

What needs more detail?

Did you see any mistakes that we need to correct?

Is there anything that you would like to contribute to this module? (for example. teaching
ideas, assessment ideas, samples of student work, resources)

Is there something that we can do to make this module more useful for you?
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Endnotes
1

Within the context of this Essential Skill, “Working Alone” refers to employees who work
completely autonomously and physically away from others , such as home-based
production workers and self-employed individuals. Most students are not required to work
alone but rather work independently.

2

This material is adapted from http://wilderdom.com/games/descriptions/IllusionsExperientialExercises.doc.
3

Illusion #4 omitted.

4

Illusions #12 to #15 removed.

5

Drawings done by Rhoda Karetak, Curriculum and School Services, Arviat

6

Placemat activity taken from Barrie Bennett and Carol Rolheiser: Beyond Monet, page
97.

7

Taken from http://www.breitlinks.com/careers/career_activities.htm (pdf of instructions:
http://www.breitlinks.com/careers/career_pdfs/FIairplane.pdf).
8

Taken from The Shaman’s Nephew: A Life in the Far North by Simon Tookoome with
Sheldon Oberman, page 19.
9

Placemat drawing adapted from Barrie Bennett and Carol Rolheiser: Beyond Monet,
page 97.
10

Taken from the Random House Book of Poetry for Children, Selected and Introduced
by
Jack Prelutsky (1983).
16

Taken from www.niyc.ca/print.php?news.33.

12

A noted Nunavut researcher, Ken Harper, often writes of such encounters in his
Nunatsiaq News column, Taissumani.
13

Consult Pinasuaqtavut, Tamapta, or The Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit Education Framework
for Nunavut Schools for more information related to the IQ principles.

14

Snow Walker is produced by Lions Gate Films. It was released in 2003. The movie
stars Annabella Piugattuk from Iglulik. The movie is based on the Farley Mowat book of
the same title. It is provided with the resources for Communications 10.
15

Uqaluirait: An Oral History of Nunavut compiled and editied by John Bennet, pages 12
and 34.
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16

Adapted from Working with Others Self-Assessment, Development at:
http://www.rhdcchrsdc.gc.ca/eng/workplaceskills/essential_skills/wwo_self_assessment.shtml. Tracking
form was created by Suzanne Klinga, the Curriculum and School Services Essential Skills
consultant.
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